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Abstract
The type of applications that Internet is being used for is completely different from
what it was invented for. Whilst resource sharing was the first goal of networking,
accessing huge data, such as multimedia files, is the main usage of the Internet now.
The nature of multimedia content requires multicasting which is hard to provide
in current point-to-point paradigm of TCP/IP protocol. In addition, concepts like
mobility, security, efficiency, billing etc were not the first concern of designers of
the Internet. That explains the recent movements toward designing a more efficient
Internet which matches the current requirements.
Named Data Networking is one of the successful proposals that has received a lot
of attention. By giving name to content, NDN enables in-network caching. However,
efficiency of in-network caching has been questioned by experts. Therefore, in this
thesis we propose a cache policy, CCndnS, which can increase the efficiency of in-
network caching. The idea can be generalized to the domain of Content Networking
but we analyzed our approach with NDN.
We realize that the source of inefficiency in a network of caches is the dependency
between caches. To break the dependency, each cache regardless of its location in
the network should receive independent set of requests. Without such characteristic,
only misses of the downstream caches make their way to the upper caches. That
filtering effect establishes a hidden dependency between neighboring caches. CCndnS
breaks files into smaller segments and spreads them in the path between requesters
and publishers. Requests for a segment skip searching intermediate caches to search
only the cache with corresponding segment.
We present mathematical equations for cache and network hit rate when CCndnS
is applied. We show that how CCndnS can simplify this task. The model can be used
for further studies on cache performance or in a real application such as Service Level
Agreement application.
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Using CCndnS we suggest some techniques to improve the forwarding architecture
of an NDN router for a better match with line speed throughput.
Performance of a cache can even be improved more with partitioning scheme. A
dynamic partitioning scheme is presented in this thesis. The scheme can be used to
enhance other features like fairness as well.
All ideas and proposed techniques are tested with an event-driven simulator that
we implemented.
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The attraction of many useful Internet applications caused a huge growth of the
Internet’s user population and in the same way increasing the number of users make
a great platform for new applications in different domains to emerge. Originally the
Internet was designed for remote login and resource sharing. Nowadays the Internet is
the main media for communication (VoIP, web conferencing), advertisement, business
(eBay, PayPal, online banking), broadcasting (TV channels, streaming) and pleasure
(on-line gaming, on-line gambling). Although, the user demand which defines the
type of traffic has been changed completely, the architecture of the Internet still
remains intact. The rigid point-to-point architecture of the Internet is not capable
of supporting the requirements of current demands. Scalability, security, mobility,
distribution (multicast, broadcast), etc are among the requirements that the current
Internet poorly provides. The biggest debate among network professionals is whether
the current architecture of the Internet will meet the aforementioned requirements
subject to minor modification, or a completely new architecture should be devised.
The origin of the problems of the current transmission protocols (mainly TCP/IP)
is at the design level. Many of the current requirements such as mobility, security,
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billing, etc., were not an issue at the time when the protocols were designed. Shift-
ing from one application domain (resource sharing at the beginning) to another ap-
plication domain (multimedia recently), requires reconsidering the communication
paradigm as well.
Considering the size of the Internet, a sudden replacement is impossible. Hence,
middle-boxes have been largely used to keep the main architecture intact. Middle-
boxes have been used for different demands:
• Enhance functionality (e.g., firewall).
• Overcome shortages (e.g., NAT for IP shortage).
• Filter redundant traffic for bandwidth efficiency (e.g., web proxies).
In addition to the middle-boxes, distributed systems started to come in the picture
to enhance the performance of the Internet. Ideas such as, Distributed Web Proxy
Caching [15] [26] [70], Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, Content-distribute servers like
Google servers and Akamai [60] are good examples. Although these ingenious ideas
are admirable for making the Internet more stable for the current usage, it seems that
the Internet is reaching its limit and no application layer remedy would be able to
scale the Internet for future demands. So a new movement has emerged to find out
the best architecture for the Future Internet applications. Some proposals are trying
to suggest a completely new architecture whilst others are aiming to push down the
solutions to the lower layer of the current architecture.
Among the new proposals, we will focus specifically on NDN (Named Data Net-
working) since it promises for incremental deployment and facilitate all aforemen-
tioned requirements. The NDN proposal claims that it is not a clean-slate approach
but it only pushes down all the available solutions from application layer into the
lower layers.
The main common characteristic of NDN and all other content-oriented protocols
are their new perspective toward the communication model which is content based
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communication. However, they are different in interpretations and implementations.
Based on content-oriented model, network will only focus on content not the loca-
tion of the content. Location based communication is the current communication
paradigm which is named Client/Server paradigm. In this model a client needs to
find the location of the content first and then asks for the desired content. In other
words there is a one-to-one map between content and the location of the content.
This paradigm works well for resource sharing which was the main intention of the
Internet at the beginning. By growing the size of content and the number of content
producers, the current communication paradigm fails to handle the traffic. With aid
of application layer solutions like Content Delivery Networks (CDN) ISPs try to local-
ize the traffic. CDNs bring content closer to the clients by caching them in different
regions. Akamai reported that it handles 15-30 % of web traffic everyday1. Google
claims that it handles 25 % of all web traffic in North-America2. However, CDN is
not for all applications, it is not free, it is not part of the network architecture and it
is very complicated.
Statistics3 show huge growth in caching market in the near future. In-network
caches effectively bring content closer to the consumers and save considerable amount
of time and bandwidth. In fact, future Internet will use memory and processing power
to increase the good-put of the network unlike the traditional networking which was
designed to increase the utilization of computational resources.
Using content based communication paradigm at the heart of NDN proposal makes
it a highly competent network. In short, NDN creates new opportunities like:
• Application friendly: although applications are interested in data, the cur-
rent communication model forces them to look first for the location of the data.
1http : //www.akamai.com/html/about/factsf igures.html
2http : //www.datacenterdynamics.com/focus/archive/2013/07/google − dominates −
internet− traffic− figures
3http : //www.prnewswire.com/news − releases/global − transparent − caching −market −
2014− 2018−key− vendors−are− blue− coat− systems− juniper−networks− peerapp−and−
qwilt− 275100511.html
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To simplify the task, application-specific middleware has been used to map the
location to data (like DNS). Since NDN names data, applications can ignore all
the middleware complications by immediate addressing Data chunk; the small-
est addressable unit of data is called Data chunk.
• Security: many attacks like phishing emerged from the location-based security
pitfall. Securing only the communication channels and the devices in between
two IP machines is not an adequate security policy for an end-to-end commu-
nication model. By providing security at the chunk level, NDN not only offers
better security but also ends all the location-based security difficulties.
• Broadcast friendly: Data chunks in NDN network can be broadcasted easily
without any concern about looping. Moreover, requests can be aggregated at
the routers to increase bandwidth efficiency. This property of NDN makes it a
preferable platform for streaming applications (especially live streaming).
• Mobility friendly: finding the location of mobile content or requester in an
IP network is quite challenging (which is not a concern in NDN). In addi-
tion, caching contents inside all communication devices (including switches and
routers) simplifies mobility algorithm for NDN. In case of packet lost (which
happens a lot in wireless communication) or moving a requester from one base
to another, the requested Data can be found from a closer device by the resented
request.
However, this paradigm shifting from location to content networking involves rig-
orous research on many subjects. One of the major obstacles is memory access latency
and performance of in-network caching.
Considering the diversity of the traffic passing through a router, to have an efficient
caching system the size of the memory should be relatively large. However, fast
memory technologies are still not inexpensive. Slower memory technology increases
the packet processing latency at a router which increases the risk of incompatibility
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of routers’ speed with line speed. Therefore, solutions like better lookup algorithms,
efficient memory architecture and caching policies could be a more realistic way of
dealing with the memory problem.
Considering memory system as the main obstacle of an NDN router, in this thesis
we mainly focused on a cache policy which can be used to enhance the efficiency of
in-network caching and increase the throughput of router’s memory architecture.
1.2 NDN Architecture
An NDN router contains three main tables, Forwarding Information Base (FIB),
Pending Interest Table (PIT) and Content Store (CS). The abstract version of the
forwarding plane is illustrated in Figure 1-1. The functionality of the FIB table is
similar to the IP routing table. Information of which data can be accessed from which
interfaces is provided from FIB. The PIT provides the reverse path information for
the data to send back to the requester(s). When a data packet arrives to a node it
is sent out to all interfaces obtained from the PIT. It also aggregates all the received
requests for the same content and forwards only one request to the upstream node.
This strategy prevents inefficient usage of bandwidth. The CS keeps a copy of the
data chunks for a short period of time (subject to replacement policy and incoming
traffic) to satisfy future requests for the same data chunk.
As communication in NDN is receiver driven, users need to request every Data
chunk of an object individually. A request which is named Interest packet contains
the Data chunk name (as the address). If an Interest packet is satisfied by a node
(from CS of an intermediate node or from the data base of the publisher), a Data
packet contains Data chunk, the name of the data and the signature of the data will
be sent back to the requester(s).
The footprint of an Interest packet in a router is as follows:











Figure 1-1: The forwarding plane of an NDN router which consists of CS, PIT and
FIB.
Data chunk in the CS. In case of hit, the Interest packet will be dropped and
retrieved Data chunk from CS will be sent back in a Data packet. Otherwise
the Interest packet will be sent to the PIT.
• Search PIT, for the same entry (in terms of content address) to prevent sending
duplicate request of the same content (which wastes bandwidth). In case of
PIT hit, PIT entry will be updated with the new interface address and Interest
packet will be dropped. In case of PIT miss, Interest packet will be forwarded
to FIB table after the entrance interface of the packet is registered in PIT.
• Find Longest Prefix Match (LPM), before the Interest packet can be searched
on FIB, the LPM of the address should be found. This can be done by a few
bloom filters. LPM will be searched against FIB entries later.
• Find the proper Interface from FIB, after all in the last step the Interest packet
finds the Interface(s) from FIB or in case of FIB miss from the strategy plan,
and leaves the router. Interest packet can be dropped or a Nacked the client by
rules defined by the administrator of the network.
Interest packets can be dropped at different occasions:
• Behind a long queue to search CS.
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• Timer expires when waiting for Data chunk at PIT.
• When there is not a free space in PIT.
• When there is the same entry in PIT for the same Data chunk.
• Because of congestion at the out links (determined by FIB).
The other important features of NDN architecture are as follows:
• Hierarchical Naming, two important features of the hierarchical naming system
are: capability of applying LPM on the names and it is easier to comprehend
content from its name. Routing table size is one problematic issue for a named
content networking. LPM helps to rectify this problem by shrinking the needed
address part for routing. In addition, address part of a packet can carry useful
information for users and applications. Address can provide information like the
location of the content, the version of the application or data, sequence of the
packet, etc. None of these information and features can be easily applied using
flat naming system. Notice that the names should be unique in their domain,
requesting area. If the domain of a name is as small as a campus, it should be
unique on that campus. Globally used names should be unique through entire
globe.
• Security, which is built into data itself rather than being a function of where or
how it is obtained [41]. Data packets carry the signature of the publisher for
each piece of data. The security (signature) field (unlike in a TCP/IP packet)
is not optional but compulsory. Since the location of the data is not important
and it is not known, the signature provides sufficient information to determine
data provenance.
• Routing can be done in a similar fashion to today’s IP routing. To maintain
FIB table any routing protocol like BGP or OSPF can be used. An NDN router
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and NDN publisher employs announcement mechanism to update the routing
tables. The accuracy of the FIB table depends on the scope of the routing
algorithm. So it is possible that a router does not have any entries for a specific
data name. Predefined strategies by the administrator would be applied to
such cases. Depending on the strategy, an NDN router might broadcast the
Interest to all interfaces or multicast it to a group of interfaces based on their
performance. Then by receiving the feedback (by receiving the first data chunk)
the router can automatically add a new entry to its FIB table by measuring the
performance of different interfaces.
All aspects of NDN architecture are still considered as open problems and subject
for active research.
1.3 Our Contribution
Our main contribution is to enhance the functionality of in-network caching, specifi-
cally for NDN, by introducing CCndnS [69] cache policy and developing a partitioning
scheme for it. Contributions are listed below:
• CCndnS is a cache policy to increase the performance of in-network caching and
reducing the load of the routers. The objective is devising a cache policy which
requires less meta data or coordination to make it possible to be implemented
in practice.
• Build a mathematical model to study CCndnS.
• We show how the equation for CCndnS can be used in a real application like
Service Level Agreement (SLA).
• Introducing cache miss equation partitioning scheme for further improvement
of a single cache in a network of caches.
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• Study the performance of NDN forwarding plane and suggest to use parallel
search on memories with CCndnS instead of pipelined design.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Literature review related to our proposal is provided in Chapter 2. Studies show
that cache policy is the key element of in-network caching enhancement. We look at
different proposed cache policies and pros and cons of some of the influential cache
policies. In addition, we review some studies on how to match the memory access
delay of IP routers with line speed. That is the motivation on pursuing research on
architecture of NDN routers.
Our main contribution which is a cache policy, CCndnS, is given in Chapter 3. The
algorithm of how CCndnS can break files into segments and spread them on the path
along with the CS skipping scheme are given in this Chapter. We see how CCndnS
can reduce the content dependency between nodes in the network of caches and that
makes the process of modeling the cache hit, straightforward. The mathematical
model is presented in the Chapter along with the simulation experiments to evaluate
and compare the performance of our scheme with other similar approaches.
The given equation in Chapter 3 can be applied on various applications and stud-
ies. As a proof of our claim, the equation is used in a real SLA application in
Chapter 4. We can offer QoS (Quality of Service) by making cache reservation for
a particular customer and estimate the cost of such agreement using our cache hit
equation.
To increase memory manageability, in Chapter 5, a dynamic partitioning scheme is
provided using a cache miss equation. The cache miss equation has been successfully
applied on various applications before and in this Chapter we show that the equation
can be applied on in-network caches as well.
Our last contribution is some suggestions on NDN router architecture and is pre-
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sented in Chapter 6. We claim that using CCndnS with a parallel search on PIT and
FIB can significantly reduce the forwarding latency of NDN.




Since CCN has been proposed by Van Jacobson [41], many related articles have been
published covering different parts of the architecture. Here we cover some of the
most related ones to our research and those which provide important insights into
Information-Centric Networking (ICN) [97].
The idea of addressing data by name can be traced back to TRIAD [16], and has
many other forms. These alternative proposals are generally classified under ICN.
Giving name to content rather than location changes the networking paradigm from
point-to-point communication to publish/subscribe communication. That enables
caching at the network devices. These two major changes open many new topics to
research in networking field. The open problems can be categorized into six main
groups [105]:
• Naming - Although there was a debate between hierarchical structured nam-
ing [41] and flat naming [29, 77], most of the proposed naming structures are
based on hierarchical structure [58, 98]. The most important challenges for
naming are [105]:
1. Length of the names. That affects routing algorithm and table sizes.
2. An efficient and deterministic algorithm to reach the same name at both
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producer and consumer side using the available information about the
content.
3. How to make sure that names are unique.
4. How to find a name for a particular content.
• Security - NDN secures each and all Data packets by cryptographically sign
them. Although it is claimed that this is the most secure system, network
performance wise signing all data packets is not very efficient.
• Application- This has been the major playground of the inventors of NDN. By
developing many different kinds of applications, they have tried to find out the
major open problems in the area. Applications such as Video streaming [45],
real-time conferencing [103, 107], building automation system (BMS) [74], ve-
hicular networking [31], etc., have been developed and tested so far. They are
still encouraging developers to work on different type of applications.
• Routing - Hierarchical naming structure enables NDN to use the current rout-
ing algorithm. OSPFN is an extension of OSPF to advertise the names [46].
The current NDN routing protocol, NLSR, can name even physical entities like
routers and links [35]. NLSR can use any underlying communication channel
to exchange routing information.
• Forwarding - NDN poses a completely different forwarding scheme than an IP
router. That makes forwarding a brand new research area for NDN. Scalability
and supporting wire-speed operations on memory lookups for variable names
are among the most challenging issues. There have been some efforts to cope
with these problems especially for FIB table processing. FIB is considered as
the largest table that holds a huge amount of routing information (i.e., names
and paths) [78,87,101,102]. There are many papers focusing on this issue which
they mainly try to introduce better compressing algorithm to reduce the size
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of information in FIB or using architectural solutions like using fast memory
for popular contents and slow memory for others to maintain both performance
and cost [19,37,58,66].
• Caching - Recently Ager et al., [2], by analyzing the Internet traffic, observed
that a large portion of traffic is cacheable. The cacheable traffic mostly consists
of software downloads and traffic coming from CDNs. In a similar study Anand
in [4] stated that they could save the campus bandwidth up to 75-90% by
using a middleware redundant traffic eliminator device. These studies prove the
importance of caching elements to reduce the inefficient usage of bandwidth and
the load on the servers, and increase the quality that users perceive. Although
NDN community considers caching as an optional feature of NDN ( because of
its technical issues when it is used at router level and need to match with line
speed), there are still many on-going researches to improve the performance of
the in-network caching.
Apart from those aforementioned research topics, there are many other papers
written about other aspects of NDN such as:
• window-based flow control [9],
• QoS-aware path selection [44],
• impact of traffic mix [25],
• mobile ad hoc networks [54], etc.
In this thesis, we mainly focus on two aspects of the NDN which raised some
skepticism over whether ICN in general, and NDN in particular, are fundamentally




Although, cache is optional in the newest version of NDN proposal1, still considerable
amount of studies in this domain targeted in-network caching issues. Among them,
there are some which challenge the efficiency of in-network caching. For Ghodsi et
al., ICN’s in-network caching is futile because most hits will occur only at the edge,
where the popular files are cached [30]. Using LRU replacement policy with Leave
Copy Everywhere (LCE) cache policy, they found that having a very big cache (equal
to the total sum of all caches in the network) at the edge of the network is sufficient to
receive almost all benefits from in-network caching. We will show that their finding
is actually valid for their assumptions. Based on our findings, in-network caching is
truly futile without a proper cache policy.
D. Rossi in [72] provides a comprehensive simulation study considering wide range
of parameters like different replacement policies, range of content popularities, differ-
ent catalog sizes, cache policies, topologies, etc. They emphasized on the importance
of cache polices for the performance of a network of caches. Cache policy is addressing
the question of which content should be cached where. There are different opinions on
whether more content should be cached at edge routers or at core routers. For Rossi
in [73] caching at core (giving more memory space for caches at the core) results in a
better performance. Opposite results are reported in [24, 63] where a larger memory
size suggested to be assigned at the edge routers.
Perino and Varvello’s calculations show that memory technology (e.g. size and
speed) cannot match with line speed at reasonable cost for NDN [62]. They argue that
memory lookup is not affordable at core level (assuming core routers have higher traffic
density) when lookups most likely result in cache misses. Although their analysis
looks sound, their assumptions are too rigid. Firstly, they did not consider any traffic
elimination from lower level caches (no cache hit at the lower level caches). Secondly,
they did not make use of any proper cache policy in their evaluation.
1http : //named− data.net/project/annual − progress− summaries/2013− 2014/
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Using default caching policy LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere), caches at the edge
of the network will get most of the hits and act as a filter. This effect is most obvious
for hierarchical systems; it is known for web caching [14], and recently observed for
CCN [42, 64]: Caches at the edge are dominated by popular files, while those in the
core are occupied by less popular or redundant copies of the popular content that get
few hits. This is largely why Fayazbakhsh et al. believe that most of the benefit of
in-network caching for ICN can be obtained with TCP/IP by putting all the caches
at the edge [24]
On the other hand, Tyson et al.’s simulations with BitTorrent traces show that,
if cache sizes are sufficiently large, then there is significant caching in Tier-2 Au-
tonomous Systems using CCN instead of TCP/IP [86].
We group cache policies into two categories: cooperative caching and algorithmic
coordination.
2.1.1 Cooperative caching
In-network caching resembles cooperative web caching. Several papers have proposed
protocols for such cooperation [20, 23, 55, 65, 94], but Wolman et al.’s analysis shows
that they have marginal benefits for large populations [92].
However, that analysis uses traffic data from some 16 years ago, when the Web
was quite different from today. In the case of on-demand TV, for example, Li and
Simon recently show that their cooperative caching strategy can significantly reduce
cross-domain traffic [50].
Nevertheless, all cooperative caching policies require extra traffic to the network
for the updates between the peers. For instance in [94] a Content Router (CR)
broadcast the content of its Bloomfilter, contains the name of the cached content,
to its neighbors. The aim of cooperation among in-network caches is to increase
the efficiency of caches by reducing redundancy of cached content in several nodes.
Cooperative caching usually enables off-path routing too. Off-path routing refers
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to a routing algorithm in which Interest packets can be forwarded toward a closer
cache with content rather than further source of the content. Cooperation adds extra
complexity into the routers to measure or collect some information (such as counters
to measure content popularity) and to aggregate the received information from other
routers.
A cooperative caching scheme is called coordinated caching if a router redirects
a Data packet to a specific direction to be cached there. Coordination can be done
at the publisher of the content as well by adding extra headers to the packet. Notice
that coordination happens to Data packets while off-path routing operates on Interest
packets.
Some of the newly introduced cooperative or collaborative cache policies designed
for NDN are [21, 49, 93, 95, 96]. Li et al. in [49] proposed an inter-ISP coordinated
caching scheme where content selectively get cached in routers. In order to make a
better decision each router maintains a list of counters which calculates the popularity
of some selected content. In each interval, routers share their measured popularity
with others. Although the algorithm might increase the efficiency of the cache, it
imposes extra traffic on the network to exchange the meta information (the volume
of the traffic depends on the frequency of the intervals). Their algorithm also requires
extra memory space to store counters.
The idea in [49] considers only one gateway in an ISP. Later they improved their
mechanism to have multiple gateways and multi-path routing in an ISP [95].
Tecc [96] is a way to decouple traffic engineering and collaborative caching. That
gives freedom to the administrator to manage different network resources.
Dong et al. [21] presented a localized cache policy where the decision making
on what to cache takes place in a router and it is independent from other nodes.
Nevertheless they still need to broadcast their index of caches by each update on
the caches. They formulated the replacement policy as an optimization problem to
minimize the overhead of the network.
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Walter et al. in [93] are using a kind of skipping scheme. In their probabilistic
scheme, passing traffic through a router can be cached at the router based on a
probability. When a router decides not to cache some content, it keeps track of the
interface that the content is forwarded to. When an Interest packet arrives for the
same content, it will be forwarded to outgoing interfaces that the corresponding Data
chunk had left before.
2.1.2 Algorithmic cache policies
In an algorithmic cache policy, nodes make decision without using or having informa-
tion from other nodes. Thus they do not need to exchange their cache indices. Index
dissemination is a costly process especially for in-network caching where the life time
of content in a cache is very short.
Algorithmic cache policy which works well for en-route caching, is mainly aiming
to increase the efficiency of network of caches by eliminating or reducing content
redundancy between caches. One reason en-route caching strategy leaves the core
caches cold lies in the lack of cache diversity, i.e. the core contains copies of the
content at the edge. This redundancy can be reduced by the two major algorithmic
cache policies LCD and MCD considered by Laoutaris et al. for hierarchical web
caches [47, 48]. In both algorithms a router will cache content if content is from the
memory of the upstream cache. In other words, if a cache gets hit for a content, the
content will be cached at the downstream router. The difference between the two
algorithm is that LCD just gives a copy to the downstream router whilst MCD moves
the content completely to the downstream router by removing it from the upstream
cache. Although both LCD and MCD are very effective for edge routers (only popular
files reach the edge), other intermediate routers do not get much benefit from these
cache policies.
Another possibility is for a router to probabilistically decide whether to cache a
chunk that is passing through, i.e. a randomized way of reducing redundancy [63].
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WAVE is another algorithmic cache policy to reduce the cache pollution by caching
only popular content at the edge router [18]. The behavior and the result of WAVE
is very similar to MCD. Unlike MCD which has a window size equal to one Data
chunk, WAVE has a variable window size and it increases exponentially. That means
for each hit at a router, the number of chunks that will be cached at the downstream
routers will be doubled for WAVE.
As another effort to increase the life span of content in caches, in [90] a three
level caching scheme is proposed in which contents first cached in the lowest transient
cache. They may promoted to higher level caches by their popularity (pre-defined
number of cache hit) or demoted back to the lower level after a certain period of time
without any hit.
Chai in [13] argued that maybe caching less data would be better. By caching
less data they want to increase the resident time of data chunks in a cache. In their
algorithm, a Data chunk caches at a router with probability p. When the Data chunk
is cached in a node the probability p will be set to a very small number. That reduces
the chance of the Data chunk to be cached at the next immediate node (connected
neighbor). Thus it is unlikely that a Data chunk will be cached at two connected
routers. However, the value of p increases hop-by-hop until it gets cached again
somewhere further from the first caching node.
CCndnS [69] is an algorithmic cache policy which does not use any information
from other caches in the network but still reduces redundancy. We show in Chapter 3
that CCndnS is indeed effective to improve the efficiency of both edge and core routers.
CCndnS can be considered as a coordinated cache policy (location of cache for each
Data chunk is determined by the source) but it definitely is not a cooperative policy.




Storage management in the context of content routers can be translated to cache
management. Storage or cache management might have positive effect on the caching
system. Carofiglio studied this issue by comparing the static storage partitioning
with shared storage for NDN routers. They found that storage partitioning can
reduce cache misses whilst it increases bandwidth usage [12]. They argued that their
proposed dynamic partitioning can improve the performance of cache by increasing
its utilization with slightly more bandwidth usage than shared storage (but better
than static partitioning).
Storage partitioning is not a new concept. Lu presented a dynamic partitioning
for web caches in [51]. However, monitoring based algorithm is too costly for a chunk
level caching. We propose dynamic cache partitioning based on an equation in Chap-
ter 5. In addition, the equations in Chapter 4 are used to introduce a mechanism for
estimating the effect of memory reservation for a specific content on the performance
of the whole cache or on the other content in the shared part of the cache.
2.3 Cache hit equation
The mechanism we use to evaluate the effect of Service Level Agreement (SLA) on
the cache performance is based on a cache hit equation. Modeling a cache in a
network of caches has far more complexity than modeling a single stand alone cache.
Carofiglio presented a model to study the behavior of a single cache hit ratio using
LRU replacement policy for a chunk level caching system where content retrieval is
receiver-driven [10]. The filtering effect that makes en-route caching ineffective also
makes the analytical modeling of a caching network “extremely difficult” [71] and
“far beyond the borders of tractability” [47]. This is why many models consider only
hierarchical topologies [42, 56,64].
A mathematical model can facilitate studying different aspects of a new concept.
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For instance, in [91] the equation is used to study the optimum cache placement in
the network. They mapped their placement problem to the knapsack problem to
consider all possible ways of cache placement. This can be considered as another
proof of difficulty of modeling the cache hit rate as they preferred to choose a very
time consuming algorithm rather than model the cache hit rate.
We realized that one of the sources of the complexity is the correlation among the
routers in caching content. By caching content at a granularity smaller than file size
and larger than Data chunk size, CCndnS facilitates skipping, diminishes the filtering
effect, and thus decouples the behavior among caches. We can therefore construct a
very simple model (Sec. 3.3) that can be used to predict and analyze individual and
aggregated router performance.
2.4 Router architecture
Apart from the efficiency problem of in-network caching, another question is whether
NDN router architecture is good enough to handle line speed traffic rate. Part of
the problem is related to the architecture of the cache and the cache policy. Memory
technology is not ready to facilitate in-line caching. Updating and retrieving data from
memory requires multiple access to memory (depending on the lookup algorithm)
which might induce a queue of waiting packets to look up the cache.
Arianfar et al. see probabilistic caching as a load-sharing strategy, having pointed
out the difficulty for memory latency to match line speed [5]. Chai et al. also note that
the need for an NDN router to work at line speed rules out any collaborative caching
algorithms that require significant information exchange among the routers [13]. In
another similar research, Perino and Varvello check the feasibility of implementing an
NDN router considering the current available software and hardware technologies [62].
They concluded that today’s technology is not ready to support an Internet scale
NDN deployment, whereas a CDN or ISP scale can be easily afforded. Narayanan
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and Oran, for example, calculated that an NDN routing table would have to be orders
of magnitude larger than current tables [57]. Both issues, and more, were raised by
Ghodsi et al. [30]. Our proposed CCndnS not only can increase the efficiency of the
cache, but also rectify the architectural problem by not caching everything at a router
and skipping cache lookup for some of the Interests.
Apart from cache lookup, NDN routers require at least another two memory units
in its forwarding architecture. Yuan et al. in [102] studied the key components of
a scalable forwarding plane using CCNx2 as their platform. They identified that
the delay of CCNx lookups cannot cope with the incoming rate into the routers
considering the current link throughput. Many researches have been conducted to
overcome the problem. Yi proposed a GPU based approach for name lookups to make
FIB lookup faster and by some extra techniques make FIB smaller [99]. Considering
PIT as the key component to reach wire-speed, Varvello studied different placement of
PIT table at egress or ingress interfaces and finally proposed their third party solution
to speed up PIT look up [53]. Hwang proposed a multi level memory architecture
mainly for FIB to maintain the acceptable lookup performance whilst keeping the
memory cost reasonable [38].
However, cache is not the only difficulty of the router architecture to cope with
the line speed processing. The current IP routers requires only one memory lookup
on routing table and still many ideas have been proposed to match the forwarding
latency with the line speed. Aweya in [6] provides a thorough survey on routing lookup
difficulties and algorithm. Although it might be argued that memory technology is
advancing and better lookup algorithm might come to the picture, the networking
equipment and link bandwidth are advancing rapidly as well.
Similar studies show the memory lookup as the main bottleneck of IP routers and




The goal in [61] is to process 32 million packets per second, meaning a router
can only spend 30 nanoseconds on one packet. Current router can achieve higher
bandwidth (Cisco CRS-3-1 supports 100Gbps interfaces); however, the memory tech-
nology has not improved much. Still the network processor needs to access SRAM or
DRAM. Definitely DRAM with an average 50 nanosecond delay cannot be a proper
choice. The paper assumes that tables can be fit in the SRAM cache memory inside
the processor. However, in case of NDN, the size of tables might prevent us of using
expensive SRAM memory.
The other approaches work on the memory architecture to tailor it for a par-
ticular traffic and router design [28, 34]. For instance, as an effort to match the
throughput of DRAM memory with Network Processor Hasan, et all., [34] tried to
increase the locality of data in DRAM to reduce row miss penalty. According to the
paper, multithreading and multiple engines to process multiple packets in parallel
can hide memory latency and increase system throughput. However, packets need
to be written and read from buffers. DRAM implementation of buffers (more cost
effective technology) needs to provide a high bandwidth communication to compen-
sate its latency and feed in enough Data to the processors. Their solution is to get as
much data as possible by reading a row of a DRAM. Accessing data blocks in a row
of DARM is much faster than random access for the same data blocks.
Buffers not only used to store routing table (index table) but also to buffer incom-
ing packets from links. There is a tendency to increase the size of memory buffers
to reduce the risk of packet drop. However, huge SRAM memory is not affordable.
To match the buffer latency with high speed links (even 10Gbps) a hybrid memory
architecture consisting of SRAM and DRAM is proposed in [40]. The paper and
the extended versions of it [52], [27] try to overlap the delay of reading and writing
from and to DRAM by overlapping the delays of different memory banks. One small
SRAM memory is receiving packets from the link and write them to different bank
of DRAM memories.
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Throughput matching appears an ongoing problem as line card and processor
throughput increase much faster than memory throughput. The latest memory tech-
nology used in the recent routers (e.g., Cisco CRS-3-1) is DDR3 which is a SDRAM
memory using a special interface which can reduce the access latency to 10 nanosec-
ond. This memory technology and probably very complicated and specialized inter-
face for it to match the 100Gbps of the router’s interfaces makes the cost of the router
more than a million dollars 3.
The update procedure of the routing table might be troublesome as well. However,
updates are less challenging for IP routers compared to NDN routers with three tables.
In an IP router not only there is only one index table (forwarding table), but also the
update of the table can be decoupled from searching the table. The two mechanisms
of updating FIB table in an IP router which might be used for NDN are:
• Using two or more memory banks to perform the lookup algorithm on one and
update on another [61] [32]. The idea needs to maintain two copies of the FIB
table.
• The second idea is using a special hardware in help the router’s processor to
update the current FIB table without interfering with FIB lookups [32].
However, both schemes might be troublesome for NDN routers as memory space
and processor cycle both are very scarce resources on NDN. Considering the size
complexity of FIB table (because of the name length in NDN and number of possible
content), adding an extra FIB might not be affordable. Also processing three tables
and security check for all packets (we do not go into the details of the security in this
study) put a huge load on the processors in an NDN router and makes the second
approach infeasible as well.
CS-index table, same as FIB table, would not be updated by Interest packets.
This index table only receives updates on arrival of new Data chunks (but not for a
3http : //www.globalpricelists.com/globalpricelistcisco.php?groopa = 536
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duplicate Data chunk received from another interface at the same time). This means
CS-index should be searched for the Data before it can be updated. Another concern
is that based on the cache policy (e.g., CCndnS, WAVE, Probabilistic caching, etc)
CS-index might not get updated by all Data packets.
PIT table needs to be updated with both Interest and Data packets. For both
packet types, PIT needs to be searched first. For Data packets that is founded entry,
needs to be deleted from the table but for Interest packet either a completely new
entry needs to be added to the table or the entry needs to be updated by adding the
new interface address. Unlike CS-index, PIT will get updated for every Interest and
Data packet.
Thus, each table introduces different number of memory access and delay in deal-
ing with updates; making the process of router design even more challenging to handle
the throughput problem.
Pipeline design not only is hard to implement for each individual table, because
of unknown name length and memory lookup algorithms, but also it is difficult to
maintain it among the three memory units as their nondeterministic behavior in
dealing with different packets.
• CS-index and PIT need exact much for indexing and FIB needs LPM. This
means there should be at least two different types of data structures which
have different lookup time complexity. Not only different implementation or
data structures might be the source of the variable delay, variable name length
results in variable delay as well. It is shown in [102] that forwarding delay of
CCNx (the software prototype of CCN architecture 4) strongly depends on the
length of the names.
• Packets can be dropped at any stage. An Interest packet can find data from
cache and be replaced with the corresponding Data packet or the Interest packet
can be aggregated with another packet in PIT and get dropped.
4www.ccnx.org
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• As discussed earlier another source of nondeterminism is how the router treats
Interest and Data packets differently (which is not the case for IP router).
Therefore, memory access latency of the current NDN design is very much non-
deterministic. We conclude that making NDN router pipelined is hardly possible.
The above arguments are stating that the proposed forwarding pipeline in the last
update of NDN project [3] might not that effective. NDN forwarding pipeline consists
of many decision points in between pipes which might reduce the throughput of the
bottlenecked component.
Hence, we introduce our parallel architecture to resolve the problem [68]. In our
parallel design all memory units always have something to process even if the output
of the unit will not be used. We are trying to always keep the bottlenecked unit busy.
Using CCndnS, there would be no meta traffic for caching purpose between
routers. The Interests and Data chunks at most carry a few extra bytes to locate
the router to cache (for Data chunk) or to search (for Interest packet). Nonetheless,
it spreads content so the load for checking CS is spread out. This reduces queuing
delays at the CS and significantly postpones router saturation [68]. The redundancy
reduction ensures that caching capacity in the core is not wasted. CCndnS thus
partly addresses the line speed and edge/core issues raised by Perino and Varvello,
and Ghodsi et al.
2.5 Discussion
In this thesis, we make no effort to examine whether NDN is feasible. Rather, the
question we pose is: How can we improve caching for NDN?
We add granularity of segment in the system and propose a cache policy that
caches content not at chunk or file level but at segment level. Therefore, routers can
cache different parts of a file or files can be distributed among different nodes. Doing
that, we eliminate the effect of edge router filtration of popular content. The cache
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policy (CCndnS) improves the performance of the network of caches. Additionally,
CCndnS helps to reduce the forwarding delay of the routers to match the processing
delay of the router with the line speed. Moreover, CCndnS makes modeling the cache
hit rate very straightforward. The model can be used in an application such as SLA




As mentioned earlier, content naming enables caching at router level. However, based
on the newly revised version of NDN prototype, caching at routers is optional (i.e.,
a router might or might not cache content). The main reason for such modification
is the complex forwarding algorithm of NDN architecture. There is some skepticisms
that a NDN router can cope with the current line throughput [5,30,57,62]. To reduce
the processing burden, it is decided to make caching optional.
To maximize the performance of a network of cache, it is crucial to have an efficient
cache policy. Although the aim of an efficient cache policy for a network of cache is
to improve the network cache hit rate, from routers’ perspective an efficient cache
policy is the one that is simple enough for implementation and fast enough to not
add extra processing delay to the router. In fact, it appeared that the overhead of
the cache policy is the more important parameter and the inventors of NDN decided
to choose the simplest possible cache policy which is cache everything everywhere.
Although it seems it is the easiest and fastest way to process an Interest, perfor-
mance wise caching everything everywhere is not efficient. there are several issues
with this idea:
(I1) A chunk may be cached at multiple routers, and routers may cache unpopular
chunks that are rarely hit. Both are a waste of caching capacity.
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(I2) The number of content files in the Internet is huge, and many are large (e.g.
movies). To hold a significant fraction of these files, the caches will also have to
be large, and therefore use cheaper and slower technology (e.g. DRAM instead
of SRAM) [62]. The need to access this memory (to check if Data for an Interest
is there, or to insert a chunk into the cache) thus slows down the router. This
delay can increase exponentially if link rates are high and queues build up.
(I3) A router that caches some popular Data will filter out Interests for this Data, and
forward Interests for unpopular Data to upstream routers. If content popularity
has a long tail, then chances are slim that the filtered Interests will find their
Data at some intermediate router before the source [30]. Routers in the core
of the network thus cache less popular content (I1). The resulting imbalance in
workload degrades performance.
(I4) Filtering (I3) causes a cache to affect its upstream caches. This coupling makes
it difficult to construct a mathematical model for analyzing the performance of
the network.
Hence, we propose CCndnS [69], a content caching strategy for NDN that is
a modification of CCndn [68]. CCndnS not only improves the performance of the
network of caches but also it requires very small processing at routers and the most
of the process happens at the requester and publisher sides. CCndnS divides a file
into segments, where a segment is larger than a chunk and smaller than a file. A
data chunk is the smallest unit of data which receives a name. Therefore, a segment
is a smallest unit of content which consist of group of data chunks that are cached
together in the same router, but different segments may be cached at different routers.
A file is thus spread across multiple routers. CCndnS addresses the above issues in
the following ways:
(I′1) The caching strategy reduces the number of redundant copies of a chunk. By
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spreading popular files among routers, CCndnS also reduces the cache space
taken by unpopular files.
(I′2) It allows an Interest to skip a cache, i.e. pass through a router without checking
if its Data is there. This reduces cache misses and shortens memory queues,
thus reducing router latency.
(I′3) It increases hit rates for caches in the core, so they are better utilized, and
balances the workload between caches in the core and at the edge.
(I′4) Skipping decouples the dependency among caches. This makes it possible to
model aggregate behavior of the network with some simple equations.
We claim that the overhead of CCndnS is negligible. Although CCndnS requires
some extra fields on the packet headers which is relatively small, the extra information
compensates processing overhead. Later it is shown that the most of the processes
will be done by the clients and/or by the publisher of the content. A router merely
needs an extra simple comparator to compare two small integers. That can be simply
implemented in a hardware.
This Chapter begins by describing how CCndn spreads a file. Section 3.2 then
describes how Interests can skip router checks under CCndnS. The model for CCndnS
is derived in Section 3.3. Along the way, we present simulation results for a realistic
topology to examine the caching strategy and validate the model.
3.1 CCndn: Spreading Content
In most cache policies like LCE or LCD, this is only the edge router which receives
most of the requests for the popular files. That is because the most popular file are
cached at the edge of the network entirely.
So intuition behind segmentation of CCndn is to give an equal chance to the
routers other than edge routers to receive requests for some part of the popular files.
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At first, this idea might not look effective as the popular file will be cached in further
routers and downloading the entire file might take longer time. However, there are
two main reasons to support such decision:
• First, caching a portion of a popular file gives a chance to other popular files to
get closer to the clients. In other words, if there are many popular files in an
area, a subset (few segments) of each of them can be found in an edge router.
• Second, mainly a large and popular file which worth to cache is a multimedia
file. For a multimedia file, the time to consume the first segment of the file
which is closer to the consumer can be overlapped with the download time of
the rest of the file which is cached inside the network.
To fully exploit the idea, we first describe CCndn in Section 3.1.1, then present results
from experiments in Section 3.1.2.
3.1.1 CCndn: Description
In NDN, clients request content by sending an Interest that explicitly addresses a
Data chunk of a content file The content may be an email, a voice call, etc., but, for
convenience, we refer to them as files.
Each NDN router has a content store (CS) for caching Data chunks. (we assume
all routers participate in caching). CCndn is a content caching policy that specifies
which router should cache a chunk and how chunks should be replaced.
By default, NDN caches a chunk at every router that the chunk visits [41]. This
redundancy wastes caching capacity, especially when CS size is already small com-
pared to the number of files. Moreover, hits at edge routers filter out their Interests,
so copies in the core get few hits [30], again wasting capacity.
A possible improvement is to selectively cache popular content at the edge, and
unpopular ones in the core. Doing so with file popularity is impractical, since that











Figure 3-1: Each router in the path caches one segment of each file. File A is the
most popular file and file D is the least popular in this example.
shifts. Moreover, the popular files can be large, and so squeeze out other files at the
edge. Instead, CCndn spreads a file over multiple routers along the discovered path
from client to source, with the head nearer the client and the tail nearer the source
(Figure 3-1). We have three reasons for doing so :
(i) Previous traffic measurements have shown that users tend to abort downloads [85,
100]. So chunks at the head of a file are more popular than those at the tail.
CCndn is thus consistent with the well-known observation that popular content
eventually saturates the edge in a network of caches [24,30,42].
(ii) Cache space that is close to clients is precious. By caching only the head at the
edge, this valuable resource can be shared by more files.
(iii) For content like video, user-perceived latency depends on how soon the appli-
cation can get enough of the file to get started. Delays in retrieving the rest of
the file can be hidden by the time it takes for the application to consume the
head; there is a similar idea in file layout for solid state disks [37].
Although the issue of user tendency to abort is one of our main motivation to
spread files along the path, we do not consider it in our experiments as we could not
find any reasonable distribution to express the behavior of users to abort downloads.
However, later in Section 3.1.2 we will show through some experiments that the first
few routers closer to the clients are more precious than further routers. Download
termination stops the tail of the stream to be cached on the routers closer to the
source which are precious to the clients around the source. So from this point of
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S CCndn’s parameter for number of file F ’s segments
H hop count parameter that limits spread of file F
h hop count from client to Data source
mF number of segments cached at a router for file F
N chunkF number of chunks in file F
N chunkseg number of chunks in segment
Table 3.1: Notation for the content caching strategy.
view, the performance of the CCndn in real world even might be better than what
we present in our experiments.
To spread a file, CCndn divides a file into segments. The chunks for a segment are
cached at the same router. In the following, we use the notation listed in Table 3.1.
How should a file be segmented? We could use a hop count h to divide a file into
h− 1 segments, and cache segment i at router i along the path from client to source.
However, if two clients with different hop counts request the same file, they would
thus use different segment sizes and cannot share segments. Instead, CCndn fixes the
number of segments S, so each file F has S segments, with size:
N chunkseg = dN chunkF /Se. (3.1)
CCndn uses another parameter H that does not exceed the smallest hop count be-
tween client and source. Suppose an Interest I from client C takes a path through
routers R1, . . . ,RH−1, . . . to reach the source, where Ri is i hops from C. Let
mF = dS/(H − 1)e. Then R1 caches segments 1, 2, . . . ,mF ; R2 caches segments
mF + 1, . . . , 2mF , etc.
For example, suppose S = 22 and h = 7 for a pair of requester-source. If F has
1024 chunks and H = 7 (H = h means all routers in the path will involve in caching
the segments of F), then there are d1024/22e = 47 chunks per segment (except for
the last segment); mF = d22/6e = 4, so R1 caches segments 1,2,3 and 4, R2 caches
segments 5,6,7 and 8, . . ., R6 caches segments 21 and 22.
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If S ≤ H−1, then only the first S routers cache 1 segment each. Although H can
be as large as the hop count from client to source, a smaller H will keep F ’s tail away
from the edge at the source, so that premium space can be used by clients there.
How does a router know which segments it should cache? There is no addressing
scheme for locating a router in NDN. However, since the path taken by a chunk
exactly reverses the path taken by its Interest, we can use hop count to identify a
router, as follows:
An Interest I from a client C searches the CS in every router along its path to the
source. I keeps track of the hop count from C in its search. I may hit its Data along
the way and thus not reach the source Z. If I reaches Z, Z knows the hop count h
from C. It then chooses an appropriate H value and calculates mF . Z then puts h
and i in each chunk’s header. As the chunk passes through a router on the reverse
path to C, h is decremented. This value becomes i at router Ri, so Ri knows it has
to cache that chunk; other routers do not cache that chunk as it passes through (this
is also true if Data is retrieved from an intermediate router).
When a cache is full, CCndn uses LRU (least recently used) replacement. This
policy is close to optimal in practice [76], but we will later suggest a modification.
3.1.2 CCndn: Experiments
We now present experiments for tuning CCndn and comparing it to other caching
policies.
Performance Metrics
One obvious performance metric for a content caching strategy is the probability
P hitrouter of hitting a router cache, i.e. an Interest finds its Data in that CS. We also use
the following metrics to measure a strategy’s performance over the entire network of
caches:
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P hitrouter probability of a CS hit at a router
P hitnet probability that Interest finds Data before reaching source
Nhops average number of hops before Interest finds its Data
Ncopies average number of copies (among routers) per Data chunk
α parameter for Zipf distribution
Table 3.2: Notation for the experiments.
network hit probability P hitnet:
the probability that an Interest finds its Data at some intermediate router,
instead of the source; a strategy with a higher P hitnet is more effective in using the
caches to relieve load on the source.
redundancy Ncopies:
the average number of copies per Data chunk among the routers; a strategy
with a smaller Ncopies reduces memory wastage and can cache a bigger variety
of chunks in the network.
hop count Nhops:
the average number of hops before an Interest finds its Data; a strategy with a
smaller Nhops has a smaller latency for retrieving Data, and reduces bandwidth
and power consumption.
The best caching strategy is the one with higher network hit probability and, at
the same time, reduces both redundancy and hop count. All three metrics indicate
the efficacy of the caches but the hop count is also an indicator of bandwidth usage
and power consumption. Table 3.2 lists the notation used for the experiments.
Simulation Set-up
Many experiments in the literature on network of caches use a tree topology [25, 42,
48,56,64]. Such networks do not test a caching strategy’s effectiveness for multipaths




















































Figure 3-2: Abilene topology and its clients set-up.
to control the experiments and analyze their results. Instead, we choose a realistic,
Abilene-like topology1, as shown in Figure 3-2.
We attach clients only at routers R1, R2, R10 and R11, so these are edge routers;
the other seven are core routers. Each edge router has 500 clients, and each client
generates a file that has a geometrically-distributed size of average 500 chunks. The
catalog of all files thus has about 4× 500× 500 = 1 million chunks.
Unless otherwise stated, routers have the same CS size, which we vary from 1K
to 25K chunks. This is 0.1% to 2.5% of the catalog size, comparable to the 5% used
by Fayazbakhsh et al. [24]. We also follow these authors in using a request-level
simulator that does not model details like router queues and TCP congestion control.
A client sends Interests for a file at a constant rate. The time between the first
Interests of two files is exponentially distributed. This means that, sometimes, a client
may be downloading multiple files concurrently. The clients at R1 and R2 request
files from clients at R10 and R11, and vice versa, so there are 2 × 2 × 2 = 8 flows.
There is cross traffic in all routers because of Interests flow to and fro.
Interests are routed via the shortest path to the source. If there are multiple paths
from a router R to the source, R multicasts the first Interest of the file to all of them;
1http://nic.onenet.net/technical/category5/core topology.htm
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R then chooses the one that brings back the Data chunk first, and uses that for the
rest of the simulation.
As is common practice, we use a Zipf distribution with parameter α to model the











In the plots below, each data point is the average of 5 runs but, to avoid clutter,
we omit error bars. Simulation run time is different for different scenarios but in
general we wait until each client downloads at least 50 files. Although warm-up is
not important, we do not consider the first 10% of messages in our measurements as
warm-up period.
Tuning S and H
CCndn has two parameters, S (number of segments) and H (for hop count), to
be tuned to suit the workload and topology. What should these values be for our
experimental set-up?
Figure 3-3 plots network hit probability P hitnet and hop distance Nhops for H = 7.
Since S ≤ H − 1, the number of routers involved in caching Data chunks for a path
is equal to S. The other way of doing this experiment is to set S larger than 7 (since
h = 7) and vary H from 1 to 5. These two sets of experiment are equivalent for
CCndn but not for CCndnS.
For Zipf α = 2.5, Figure 3-3(a) shows that P hitnet quickly exceeds 0.9 when CS size
increases. This is because the file popularity is heavily skewed, so the edge caches
are large enough to contain the small number of popular files. In fact, Figure 3-3(b)
shows that, for α = 2.5, Nhops is minimum when S = 1, i.e. the entire file can be
















































(b) Average distance to content Nhops
Figure 3-3: CCndn performance for H = 7, Zipf α = 1 and α = 2.5. All routers have
the same CS size.
A caching network is of marginal interest if the popularity is so skewed that the
caches at the edge suffice to achieve a high P hitnet. Besides, it is well-known that file sizes
have a long tail distribution. In particular, a recent study of traces from a content
delivery network shows that files (text, images, multimedia, binaries, etc.) have sizes
that fit a Zipf distribution with α ≈ 1 (specifically: 0.99, 0.92 and 1.04) [24].
Henceforth, we focus on α = 1.
For α = 1, Figure 3-3(a) shows that S = 3 and S = 5 have P hitnet higher than S = 2,
whereas S = 2 and S = 3 have smaller Nhops than S = 5. These suggest that S = 3
is the best choice for this topology and workload.
Why is S = 3 best although H = 7 for this experiment? Note that H = 7 is
about the number of hops between requesters and sources in Figure 3-2. With S = 3,
each file is spread over 3 routers, so the tails avoid contending for cache space with
the heads. In fact, H = 4 will work just as well.
Our experimental set-up is relatively symmetrical (same number of clients per
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edge router, same popularity distribution, etc.), so S = 3 (or H = 4) is intuitively
right. In general, where there is more asymmetry, the best value for H (or the
choice of number of routers to cache content in a path) will depend on the traffic and
topological imbalance.
Since each router caches mF = dS/(H−1)e segments, why not just set S = H−1,
so mF = 1? Recall that different clients may have different hop counts to the source,
so they have different best values for H. On the other hand, segment size S must be
fixed, so clients with different hop counts can share segments. Fixed size of S is the
only constraint that CCndn requires. However, the value of S affects CCndnS where
Interests can skip searching CS. The right choice of S depends on the application and
size of F .
S and H should therefore be set independently. We will revisit S and H tuning
after introducing CCndnS.
Comparison With Other Strategies
There are several proposals for how a network of caches can cooperate to improve
performance [23, 55, 92] that one can use to compare with CCndn. However, cooper-
ative caching requires information exchange that would significantly slow down NDN
packet traffic [13]. We therefore consider three simpler strategies (the names follow
terminology for hierarchical caches [47]):
LCE (Leave Copy Everywhere):
A copy of the Data is cached at every router along the path traced by its
Interest; this is the default strategy for NDN [41]. Since it does not apply any
rules for Data placement, the effect of the replacement policy (e.g. LRU) is
more dominant when using LCE.
LCD (Leave Copy Down):



































































(b) CS hit probability for a core router (R6)
Figure 3-4: Comparing the strategies’ P hitrouter for edge and core routers (S = 3).
( 1)
i− 1.
MCD (Move Copy Down):
If an Interest finds its Data after i hops, a copy of the Data is cached at hop
i− 1, and the chunk is deleted from hop i, unless that is the source.
Figure 3-4 compares the P hitrouter of CCndn, LCE, LCD and MCD for S = 3.
Figure 3-4(a) shows that, for an edge router (R1), P hitrouter is higher for LCE and LCD
than for CCndn. This is because they cache the most popular files in their entirety
at the router, whereas CCndn only caches the heads.
For the core router R6, however, Figure 3-4(b) shows that CCndn has significantly
higher P hitrouter than all three alternatives. In fact, a comparison of Figure 3-4(a) and
Figure 3-4(b) shows that P hitrouter for CCndn at the core R6 is even higher than at the
edge R1. This is because R6 gets hits from clients at both R1 and R2 for the same









































































(c) Average distance to content Nhops
Figure 3-5: Comparing CCndn (S=3) with alternatives.
Figure 3-5 shows how router hits translate into aggregated network performance.
Specifically, CCndn is similar to LCD in outperforming LCE and MCD in terms
of network hits P hitnet and hop distance Nhops, and similar to MCD in minimizing
redundancy measure Ncopies.
Chai et al. noted that hop reduction does not imply higher net hit probability [13];
indeed, Figure 3-5 shows that, although CCndn has a significantly smaller average
hop distance than LCE and MCD, its P hitnet value is much higher than that for LCE
but similar to that for MCD.
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Intuitively, one might expect to see a smaller hop count for LCE because it caches
a popular file entirely at the edge router. However, one important observation from
Figure 3-5 is that Data chunks are actually closer to the clients under CCndn. Al-
though CCndn caches only part of each file (only popular files are important) at the
edge, that increases the diversity of files at the edge. If the network has a large num-
ber of popular files, then more of them will have chunks at the edge. If the popular
files are mainly multimedia files (e.g. Youtube videos), the delay in downloading the
farther segments can be overlapped by the time it takes for requesters to consume
the segments near the edge. In this way, having the head of popular files closer to
the clients is more effective than having fewer popular files that are cached entirely
at the edge.
Moreover, CCndn increases the cache efficiency in the core, so the network effec-
tively offers a larger caching capacity under CCndn. The increase in cache efficiency
increases the network hit probability and reduces average hop distance.
For the experiment in Figure 3-5, LCD has an advantage over CCndn in that
the edge caches are occupied by popular content for LCD, but are polluted with
unpopular content for CCndn. One simple improvement for CCndn is to adopt the
SLRU policy previously proposed for disk systems [43]. (SLRU stands for segmented
LRU, but “segment” in SLRU has a different meaning.)
In our SLRU implementation, a newly arriving chunk c that is to be inserted
into the cache does not occupy the head of the LRU list. Instead, if this list has `
positions, then c is inserted at position 0.9 × `, near the tail. Later insertions then
push c down this LRU list. If c is not hit, it gets pushed out of the list (i.e. replaced
from the cache) sooner than other chunks; if c is hit, then it goes to the top of the
list, like vanilla LRU. In this way, unpopular chunks stay in the cache for a shorter
time than popular chunks.
Figure 3-6 shows that LCD has similar performance if it uses SLRU instead of
























































(b) Average distance to content Nhops
Figure 3-6: Comparing CCndn and LCD, using LRU and SLRU (S = 3).
R3, R4, R7, R8 and R9 have 50% more cache space, while R5 and R6 have 100%
more, than the edge routers R1, R2, R10 and R11. LCE and MCD are omitted since
LCD has better performance.
and edge routers are not polluted by unpopular content under LCD, SLRU does not
help LCD. For CCndn, however, using SLRU makes a significant difference, resulting
in a clear performance improvement over LCD.
3.2 CCndnS: Decoupling Caches
CCndn uses a segment as the granularity (bigger than a chunk but smaller than a
file) for caching content. It follows that if an Interest finds chunk k of a file in router
Rx, then the Interest for chunk k+ 1 should skip other routers and go directly to Rx.
This is the key idea in CCndnS which is pictured in Figure 3-7.
As before, Section 3.2.1 below describes CCndnS and Section 3.2.2 presents some















h=1 =2 =3 =4
(a) Request for chunk 1 of file F checks all CS along the way.
h F=4Data  and
requester
client 
(b) Requester receives Data and hF = 4.
skip CS skip CS skip CS check CS
hF4 = hF hF hF2 < 3 < 1 < 
requester
client
(c) Next Interests for file F only checks CS when h = hF .
Figure 3-7: Data for chunk k of F passes hop count hF to request for chunk k + 1.
The latter checks a CS only when its hop count matches hF .
3.2.1 CCndnS: Description
In CCndn, an Interest searches every CS in its path for its Data. With CCndnS, an
Interest can use hop count to skip this search for some routers, as follows:
(S1) The first Interest of a file checks every CS along its path to the Data source
(Figure 3-7(a)).
(S2) An Interest keeps track of hop count in its search. If it finds its Data at some
intermediate router Rx, the Data copies the hop count from the Interest and
carries it back to the client (Figure 3-7(b)). The Interest for the next chunk of
the file uses this hop count to skip CS checks, until it reaches Rx (Figure 3-7(c)).
(S3) Suppose an Interest does not find its Data at intermediate routers and retrieves
the chunk from the source Z. Z puts in the header of this chunk the file size
N chunkF , the segment size N
chunk
seg , and the value i for the router Ri that should
cache this Data. When the client receives this chunk, it learns hop count i and












Figure 3-8: An example of a multipath routing problem.
checking can be skipped for R1, . . . , Ri−1. If the Interest does not find its Data
at Ri, it skips subsequent routers and retrieves from Z.
(S4) There is an exception to (S3): When a client learns the segment size, it can
determine if the next interest I is for the first chunk in a segment; if so, I
returns to (S1) and checks every CS. This is because the next segment of a
file may be cached at an earlier router, possibly because some other client has
retrieved it. So all Interests requesting the first Data chunk of any segment,
search every CS but the other Interests of a segment only check the designated
router Ri for that segment.
To illustrate (S4), consider the topology in Figure 3-8. Assume Client1 down-
loaded file F , which has 6 segments seg1, seg2, . . . , seg6 cached in the following way:
seg1, seg2 at R1; seg3, seg4 at R2; seg5, seg6 at R3; . . .
Suppose Client2 also wants F . Since its hop count to the source is different, the
caching scheme for Client2 may be
seg1, seg2, seg3 at R2; seg4, seg5, seg6 at R3; . . .
When Client2 sends the first Interest for seg4, it may expect to find it at R3 when,
in fact, seg4 is cached at a closer router R2. This is why CCndnS requires the first
Interest of a segment to search all CS in its path to the source.
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Next, we use Figure 3-8 to illustrate a separate issue in (S2) and (S3), namely
multipaths. Assume a segment segA has 4 chunks. When R3 forwards Client1’s
Interests towards the source, it may send the first two Interests to R4, then change
its routing decision and send the next two Interests to R5. The first two chunks of
segA may thus be cached at R6, say, and the next two chunks are cached at R7.
Suppose Client2 now sends Interests for segA, and R3 forwards them via R5. It
is possible that the Interests for the chunks at R7 skip that router. This situation
happens because caching for segA is disrupted by a change in routing decision at
R3. The only reason for a router to change its decision and select different path
for Interest i of segA from Interest i − 1 of the same segment is that the path for
i − 1 become congested. We assume such incidents are rare because usually routers
keep their strategy to forward packets intact during a short period of time. The
assumption is that during that short period of time there is not much fluctuation in
network traffic to affect routers decision.
Note that forwarding different Interests of a file to different paths are the only
case that is considered as problem. As for the chunks of segA cached at R6, Client2’s
Interests may miss them because R3 forwards them via R5. Such a miss can happen
even if there is no skipping.
Finally, it is very important to highlight that CCndnS is not forcing another
obstacle to the CCN forwarding architecture. As discussed earlier, the complexity of
CCN forwarding architecture forced the designers to make caching at routers optional.
Looking through the entire cache for every Interest packet might not feasible for the
current memory speed. However, in CCndnS only fraction of Interests will search CS.
The time complexity of deciding to whether search a CS is just one comparison of
two integer values (i.e., hop distances). This latency is not only much smaller than






















Figure 3-9: Skipping drastically reduces miss probabilities at both edge and core

























Figure 3-10: Skipping does not affect P hitnet.
3.2.2 CCndnS: Experiments
By targeting a specific router that is likely to cache a desired chunk, CCndnS should
reduce the probability of a miss. Indeed, Figure 3-9 shows a big reduction in misses
for both edge router R1 and core router R6.
Earlier in the beginning of this chapter we mentioned of skepticisms that whether
a NDN router can cope with line throughput. Considering the origin of this doubt
that is accessing slow memories for all packets, introducing skipping scheme can help
to rectify the problem largely. As it is shown in Figure 3-11, around 80% of the
traffic would not search cache. A complete solution of the problem depends on the
architecture of the cache but we believe searching cache only for 20% of incoming
























Figure 3-11: Average skip fraction in the network
Hits
However, Figure 3-10 shows that the network hit probability P hitnet is unaffected. This
may seem unintuitive: How is it possible to drastically reduce router miss probability
without affecting network hit probability? With a little derivation, this becomes clear:
Prob(check CS) + Prob(don′t check CS) = 1,
i.e.Prob(check CS) + Prob(skip) = 1,
−→ Prob(check&hit) + Prob(check&miss) + Prob(skip) = 1.
Using conditional probability:
Prob(hit|check)Prob(check) + Prob(miss|check)Prob(check) + Prob(skip) = 1
therefore
Prob(hit|check) = (1− Prob(skip))/Prob(check)− Prob(miss|check). (3.2)
Without skipping, we have Prob(skip)= 0 and Prob(check)= 1, and Equation (3.2)
has the usual form Prob(hit) = 1−Prob(miss), so Prob(hit) is affected by any change
in Prob(miss). With skipping, however, the increase in Prob(skip) is balanced by the




















































Figure 3-13: Average distance to content Nhops.
Skip Errors
It is possible that an Interest does not check a CS when its Data is in fact there, thus
committing a skip error. Figure 3-12 shows that this error is less than 0.01 when
averaged over all routers in our experiment.
However, for S = 3 and H = 4, the maximum (over all routers) is much larger
than the average, and increases with CS size.
Tuning S and H
Interests from a client skip a CS for all non-first chunks in a segment, so any skip error
is amplified by the size of a segment. One can thus decrease skip error by reducing
segment size, i.e. increasing the number of segments S. Figure 3-12 shows that, when
S is increased from 3 to 18 for H = 4, the maximum skip error is drastically reduced.
However, there is a price to pay: increasing S spreads a file over more routers, thus
increasing hop count Nhops; we can see this from Figure 3-13, where S is increased
from 3 (H = 4) to 18 (H = 7).
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To reduce maximum skip error by increasing S but without increasing Nhops, we
can use H to limit the spread of the files. Figure 3-13 shows that, when H = 4,
increasing S from 3 to 18 does not increase Nhops; Figure 3-10 also shows no change
in P hitnet.
As a general guideline, increasing S will reduce skip error as there is more Interests
which searches the entire path for Data (the first Interest of each segments does).
However, that increases the overhead of the routers. If S = filesize (segment size is
one Data chunk) then CCndnS behaves like CCndn.
H value affects the hop distance. Larger H means more routers at core will engage
in caching the file. An administrator of the network can set this parameter based on
the memory size of the router and the traffic volume passing through the routers. If
cache hit rate of the routers is not satisfactory and the traffic is loaded then maybe
increasing H helps to reduce the amount of the content need to be cached in each
router and increase the life time of content in the cache and therefore increase the
cache hit rate. On the other hand, if the hop distance is too high and download time
for users exceeds their desire, then reducing H might brings Data closer to the clients.
Eliminating the Filter Effect
One fundamental issue with the default caching strategy for NDN is the filter effect,
where only Interests that miss their Data at the edge enter the core. This can lead
to traffic imbalance among the routers. Such an imbalance can seriously degrade
performance, since traffic load has a nonlinear effect on queuing delay.
We see this imbalance in Figure 3-14 where, under LCE, there is a wide range
in the number of Interests received by different routers in the same simulation run.
In contrast, except for R2, the routers receive a similar number of Interests under
CCndnS. R2 is different because it is both an edge router and a core router, there are





























Figure 3-14: CCndnS balances workload among edge and core routers, except for R2





















Figure 3-15: Under CCndnS, changing CS size of edge router R1 does not affect
P hitrouter in the core.
More importantly, filtering reduces the effectiveness of caches in the core. We ran
an experiment where the core R5 and R6 each has a 20K cache, and all other routers
have a 1K cache. Figure 3-15 shows that, when the edge router R1 has its CS size
increased to 30K, P hitrouter for R5 steadily decreases for LCE. In contrast, for CCndnS,
P hitrouter for R5 is unaffected by the change in CS size at the edge.
CCndnS thus decouples the cache performance of edge and core routers.
3.3 CCndnS: Analytical Model
In general, the input to a cache in a network depends on the miss rates in upstream
caches. This makes it very difficult to construct a mathematical model to analyze
their performance. However, the skipping in CCndnS considerably weakens this de-
pendency, as illustrated in Section 3.2.2. This decoupling makes it possible to model
cache behavior with some simple equations.
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Mr CS size at router r
Cr size of the catalog subset eligible for caching at router r
λr arrival rate of Interests at router r
Tr average time a Data chunk stays in router r
pk probability that an arriving Interest requests file k
fk size ratio of file k’s chunks to Cr
P hitr probability of a hit at router r
Table 3.3: Notation for the analytical model
We first derive equations for P hitrouter, then use it to compute the aggregate measures
P hitnet and Nhops. In each case, we validate the model with the simulator. Table 3.3
lists the variables used in the model.
3.3.1 Router Hit Probability P hitrouter
Consider router r. Let Mr = size of content store CS at router r, λr = arrival rate of
Interests at router r and Tr = average time a Data chunk stays in router r.
By Little’s Law [82],
Mr = λrTr. (3.3)
Under CCndnS, only a subset of the catalog is eligible for caching at router r; let Cr
be the size of this subset.
Suppose the part of file k to be cached at router r is a fraction fk of Cr. Let pk be
the probability that an arriving Interest requests file k. Let Mrk be the size of router






The Interest arrival rate for file k is pkλr, so Little’s Law gives, in steady state,
Mrk =
(pkλr)Tr if pkλrTr < CrfkCrfk if pkλrTr ≥ Crfk
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where the second case applies if Mr is so large that router r can accommodate all
chunks of file k that is to be cached there. By Equation (3.3), we get
Mrk =
Mrpk if Mrpk < CrfkCrfk if Mrpk ≥ Crfk (3.5)










To validate Equation (3.6), we conduct a simple experiment with a chain of 5
routers. We use just two popularity classes: one with 20 files and p1 = 0.9, the other
with 180 files and p2 = 0.1; as before, file length is geometrically distributed with a
mean of 500 chunks.
Figure 3-16 shows that, according to Equation (3.6), P hitrouter for CCndnS first
increases steeply, as the popular class takes advantage of the increase in cache size;
after the 20 popular files are all cached in the routers, P hitrouter increases very slowly for
the unpopular class. We see that, for CCndnS, there is excellent agreement between
the equation and the measured P hitrouter, at both edge and core routers. In contrast, for
LCE, the equation gives a reasonable fit only for an edge router.
To validate Equation (3.6), we further test the model with the Abilene topology.
Clients at R1 and R10 request each other’s files, and similarly for R2 and R11, so
cross traffic is heaviest at R2. The 500 files at each edge router have popularity






Figure 3-17 shows that , with 500 popularity classes, the equation gives an excellent
fit for the simulated P hitrouter at both edge and core routers.
The two main parameters in the proposed equation 3.6 are catalog size of traffic
passing through a router and popularity of the cached content in the router. We












































(b) P hitrouter for a core router
Figure 3-16: Equation (3.6) works for CCndnS (but not LCE) at both edge and core
routers for a chain topology.
the different network levels. Although that is true for a single file, the rank of the file
might not be the same in different routers. We consider finding the global popularity
of files or finding the popularity at the publisher (which is the only popularity we
need in our equation) remains for our future work.
3.3.2 Network Hit Probability P hitnet
To calculate an aggregated metric for the network, we need to determine Prob(check),
i.e. the probability that an Interest checks a CS (see Section 3.2.2).
Consider a file F with N chunkF chunks, and a router r. How many of the N chunkF
Interests will check the CS at router r?
If S ≤ H−1, then router r caches at most 1 segment, which has N chunkF /S chunks;
if S > H − 1, then the router caches, on average, N chunkF /(H − 1) chunks. Router r
thus gets approximately I1 = N
chunk























Figure 3-17: Validating Equation (3.6) for P hitrouter at edge router R2 (Cr = 166K) and
core router R5 (Cr = 83K) for the Abilene topology.
In addition, CCndnS requires the Interest for the first chunk of a segment to probe
every router; at worst, router r gets I2 = S Interests for this probing. We therefore








This approximation does not model how Prob(check) depends on r (e.g. Interest for
the first chunk of a segment checks every CS in its path only until it gets a hit); we
assume the effect is minor.
Now suppose the route taken by Interests passes through routers 1, 2, . . . , k before




Prob(check)P hitr . (3.8)























Equation, file length=100, S=3
Simulation, file length=100, S=3
Equation, file length=700, S=6
Simulation, file length=700, S=6























Equation, file length=100, S=3
Simulation, file length=100, S=3
Equation, file length=700, S=6
Simulation, file length=700, S=6
Figure 3-19: Validating Equation (3.9) for Nhops (H = 7).
3.3.3 Average Hop Count Nhops




rProb(check)P hitr + (k + 1)(1− P hitnet). (3.9)
The equation assumes the hop distance between a client and a source is k + 1. The
first part of Equation 3.9 is for when an Interest finds its Data from network and the
second part is for hitting the source.
Figure 3-19 shows that this equation also gives a good Nhops fit for the two sets
of measurements in our experiment.





A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a part of a service contract between the pro-
ducer of content and a distributer of content. Having cache in NDN router gives the
opportunity to ISPs to behave like a small content distributor. ISPs can dedicate
some part of their routers’ memory to a particular content based on an agreement
with the content producer. Here the question is: what is the effect of such memory
partitioning on the other cached content in the router? If such agreement has huge
negative impact on the cache performance, then the ISP might need to increase its
memory size to balance the performance of the cache.
Such effect could be used as a metric to evaluate the cost of the agreement as well.
One of the most important features of CCndnS policy is reducing the Data cor-
relation among caches. Since each segment of a file is cached at a single router, the
content popularity can be used by all routers. In other words, the popularity does
not need to be measured at each router. For instance the number of hits of a Youtube
clip can be used as its popularity and it can be used at all routers. This might be
considered as the easiest way of measuring content popularity.
Therefore, knowing the range of the popularities, an ISP can use Equations 3.6
and 3.5 to calculate the cost of an agreement for a file when it is in different level of
popularities. The customer (content provider) can use the information to make the
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decision on the level of the agreement (or the amount of memory) they need.
Through previous sections we have seen the effect of network of caches on two
important networking metrics, hop distance to content and router cache hit rate.
The two main parameters in our equation are:
1. the ratio of memory size to the catalog size (i.e., the number of distinct Data
chunk passing through a router)
2. the range of popularities.
If an ISP accepts SLA agreements then the memory can be divided into two
sections: shared area and dedicated area. Taking some memory away from the shared
area to be used as dedicated partition would affect the performance of the files in the
shared area. Here in this Chapter we study the effect of such decisions.
We show this effect is negligible if the agreement is for a very popular content.
In fact, dedicating memory to the most popular content can improve the overall
performance of the cache.
When the agreement is for an unpopular content, the equations can be used to
estimate the extra memory space should be provided for a cache to perform at the
same level of performance when there was not any SLA agreement.
4.1 Simulation Parameters
A chain network of 11 routers is used in our experiments (Figure 4-1). There are 50
files on one side of the chain (attached to router R11) and 50 clients requesting the
files on the other end of the network (connected to the router R1). Notice that we
validated the equation in Section 3.3. Thus the purpose of experiments here is not to
validate the equation but to show how the model can be used in an application. We
intentionally chose a simple topology to be able to calculate all required parameters
in the equation without any help from the simulation. Calculating the catalog size at
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Figure 4-1: Chain of 11 routers. 50 clients are attached to R1 requesting 50 files
attached to R11.
a router for a more sophisticated topology is not a straightforward task. All equation
inputs in this Section are calculated and with that we show the accuracy of the
model. However, we present the similar results with a larger tree-based network at
Appendix C. Since all files are located in a node connected to the root, still we could
calculate the catalog size of the traffic passing through the routers.
Another important concern is content popularity. If clients from separate ISPs
generate requests with different popularity distribution (i.e., content A is very popular
for ISP1 but not very popular for ISP2), then calculating popularity at a core router
is not easy.
We assume that the contract is between one ISP and one content provider. We
also assume there is no internal contract between ISPs. In that case and in a steady
state (no fault, no congestion), there would be only one path between clients and the
publisher of content. That explains our choice of using a chain of routers.
The popularity distribution is Zipf with α = 1. The file name 0 is the most
popular file and consequently the file name 49 is the least popular file.
The inter-file request time of a client is exponentially distributed. The time of
requesting each chunk of a file is constant (i.e., CBR).
The length of files are fixed to 330 Data chunks for all files except for the SLA
files which are 990 length. Since there are 11 routers in the path, the segment size
for SLA files is 90 Data chunks and for other files is 30 chunks. Since we are studying
the effect of SLA files on the other files, larger SLA files highlights such effect more.
That is the reason of having two different file lengths for the two different file types.
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Routers are using LRU (Least Recently Used) replacement policy when the cache
is full.
We plot the result of the experiments for memory size of 200 Data chunks up to
700 Data chunks. In our simulation setup, there are 48 files with size 330 and 2 files
(SLA files) with size 990 Data chunks. Therefore the catalog size of each router is:
48 ∗ 330/11 + 2 ∗ 990/11 = 1620 Data chunks.
As mentioned earlier, the ratio of cache size to catalog size is an important metric.
Here such ratio changes from 12% to 43% when CS size changes from 200 Data chunks
to 700 Data chunks. Since the size of each SLA segment is 90 Data chunks and we
assumed there are 2 SLA files, that defined our minimum CS size.
Although 12% ratio of memory to catalog size might not look realistic, still we
show that even with that large memory size, SLA has huge impact on the performance
of the system and its effect must be known in advance. Smaller ratio of memory to
catalog size increases the impact of SLA.
4.2 Full Path SLA Agreement
The SLA contract can engage any number of routers in the path. A full path contract
can cache all segments of the file. However, a half path, for instance, can only reserve
memory in half of the routers in the path. Having full path caching definitely reduces
the hop distance to content to the minimum possible value. However, there is always
tradeoff between cost and performance. Therefore, we first study the effect of having
a full path agreement and later in Section 4.3 we study the effect of having agreement
for half of the space of SLA files.
4.2.1 SLA for Very Popular Content
In this Section we evaluate the effect of choosing the first two most popular files as























SLA (sla files 0 and 1)
nonSLA (sla files 0 and 1)






































































(d) The results of simulation match with the
equation output.
Figure 4-2: The effect of full path memory reservation for the two most popular files.
In the legend, nonSLA means there is no memory reservation for file 0 and 1.
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hop distance to the file would be equal to the half of the distance to the source which
is the minimum distance with CCndnS. Since Data chunks spread along the path
with CCndnS, if all Data chunks can be found from caches the hop distance would
be equal to the half of the hop distance from requester to the source. Figure 4-2
represents the results for only SLA files in (a) and for other files in (b) and for all files
in (c) when there is an agreement for full path partitioning for the two most popular
files.
The Figure shows that with SLA the network performs much better specially when
memorysize
catalogsize
is small. Reducing the hop distance for the most popular files reduces
the total hop distances for all files. The penalty for the non-SLA files is negligible.
Using this result, an ISP might decide to always keep the most popular files in the
cache even if there is not any SLA agreement. That improves its cache performance.
Of course the most popular file can be changed during the time when there is no SLA
agreement.
Figure 4-2(d) shows a perfect match between simulation and Equation 3.9 results.
Thus, instead of doing simulations, ISPs can use the equation to estimate the effect
of the partitioning on other files.
We can use our hop distance Equation 3.9 to predict the hop distance for other
files except SLA files. Figure 4-2(d) compares the results of the equation against the
experiments.
4.2.2 SLA for Less Popular Files
SLA contract has more meaning for a newly generated unpopular content. That
might give clients an incentive to download the unpopular file.
Figure 4-3(a) shows the fact that with a SLA contract the unpopular files (i.e.,
file numbers 40 and 49) get much closer to the requesters. Here again as the contract
is for the full path, the hop distance reaches to the minimum possible value with SLA
agreement. Maximum hop distance is 12 and the first segment can be found at hop
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Without SLA With SLA
Hop Distance Memory size Hop Distance Memory size
Equation Simulation Equation Simulation
9.61 9.78 200 9.61 9.74 380
9.11 8.95 300 9.11 8.90 480
8.74 8.49 400 8.74 8.44 580
8.48 8.13 500 8.48 8.06 680
Table 4.1: The equation can be used to find the extra memory size needed to keep
the hop distance the same as with SLA. The results obtained for SLA files 40 and 49.
1, segment 2 at hop 2,... so the average hop distance would be half of the maximum
hop distance which is 6.
The impact of such improvement on other files (including the popular ones) are
shown in Figure 4-3(b). As an example, consider a case where the routers have
memory size for 200 Data chunk. Without SLA the average hop distance for all files
(in Figure 4-3(c)) and for other files except selected files (Figure 4-3(b)) is around 10
hops away from the requesters. The same Figures show that with SLA the average
hop distance increases to 12 hops in both cases.
The performance of a cache mainly depends on how they can serve the most
popular files. Therefore, it may be more appropriate if we look at the effect of such
contract on the hop distance of the most popular file in Figure 4-4. The Figure shows
drastic increase on hop distance for the most popular file when there is not enough
space in the memory of the routers for that file.
To show the power of the equation we present table 4.1. The column for Without
SLA shows the hop distance for various memory sizes. For instance, we know that
our router memory size is 200. Using the equation we find the average hop distance
knowing other information like catalog size of our router and popularity of files. The
hop distance found from equation matches with simulation result as well. Now we are
interested to find out the memory size needed to keep the hop distance as equal as
before (9.6 hops) when we have SLA for unpopular files 40 and 49. Based on equation,























SLA (sla files 40 and 49)
nonSLA (sla files 40 and 49)






































































(d) The results of simulation matches with the
equation output.
























SLA (the most popular)
nonSLA (the most popular)
Figure 4-4: The effect of SLA for unpopular files on the most popular file 0.
to keep the hop distance the same when there are SLA for two unpopular files.
4.3 Half Path Caching
To reduce cost, a customer might request for less memory space for its file. In this
Section we evaluate the effect of such decision on the other files and compare it with
the full path SLA agreement.
In the new setup of the network, only half of the routers (i.e., the first 5 of them
closer to the clients) reserve memory for SLA files. Meaning only 5 segments out of
11 segments of SLA files are cached in the path.
4.3.1 The Effect on SLA Files
Since only 5 routers out of 11 are reserving memory for SLA files, the average hop
distance in this case is more than previous case (where all routers engaged in SLA
agreement). However, the closer routers to the clients are more effective on reducing
the hop distance. That is obvious as for example the last router (the router in hop
distance 11th from clients) brings data only one hop closer to the clients whilst this
reduction is 11 for the edge router. The results for both popular and unpopular SLA























SLA (half path caching)
SLA (full path caching)
nonSLA






















SLA (half path caching)
SLA (full path caching)
nonSLA
(b) When the SLA is for unpopular files 40 and
49.
Figure 4-5: Compare full and half path memory reservation for both popular and
unpopular files.
4.3.2 The Effect on Other Files
Figure 4-6 shows that reducing the memory reservation for SLA file to half of the
routers does not reduce the hop distance for the other files in the network. In our
simulation setup the maximum saving is only one hop.
Performance of a cache in a network highly depends on how the cache is serv-
ing the most popular files. Figure 4-7 shows that when the SLA file is unpopular
how dedicating memory for that affects the most popular file. Even reducing the
reservation to half of the routers does not help the most popular file much.
4.3.3 The Effect on All Files
Again as the most popular files dictate the performance of the cache, the result of
partitioning on all files depends on whether the SLA file is the most popular file or
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SLA (half path caching)
SLA (full path caching)
nonSLA
(b) When the SLA is for unpopular files 40 and
49.
Figure 4-6: Results for other files. The negative impact of memory reservation on
other files, is largely reduced by cutting the path to half.
The results for all files are presented in Figure 4-8.
4.3.4 Validating the Equation for Half Path Caching
Figure 4-9 proves that the equation can be used when only a subset of routers par-
ticipate in a SLA contract. Half path analysis is important for two reasons:
• To reduce the cost of the contract.
• The cache miss equation parameters H and S might be set in a way that only
half of the routers of the ISP falls in the path between client to publisher.
4.4 Single Router Analysis
So far we assumed multiple routers are engaged in the caching process. However, it is
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SLA (half path caching)
SLA (full path caching)
nonSLA
(b) When SLA is for unpopular files 40 and 49.
Figure 4-8: The impact of full and half path caching on all files.
to have a dedicated memory space only at the edge router of a specific clients domain.
The incentive could be that caching only the head of a file at the edge router would
be sufficient for the file to become popular. When the file becomes popular, the rest
of the file most likely will be cached in the rest of the routers with the aid of LRU
replacement policy.
The issue here is that, hop distance might not be a good metric when there is only
one router in the contract. In fact Figure 4-10 shows very small differences between























(a) Validating the equation when SLA is for






















(b) Validating the equation when SLA is for
unpopular files 40 and 49.
Figure 4-9: The equation is validated for half-path memory reservation.
Cache hit rate in Figures 4-11 and 4-12 could be a better metric for a single router.
Figure 4-13 shows that the equation fits well with the simulation results and can be
used to estimate cache hit rate for a single cache analysis.
The same methodology can be used here for CS hit rate to project the effect of
the SLA contract on the CS hit probability of the other files and estimate how much
extra memory is required to keep the level of CS hit probability the same as before
when there was not any SLA contract.
In table 4.2 the CS hit probability for different memory size when there is no SLA
contract is reported in the first half of the table. Then keeping the CS hit probability
the same, in the second half of the table, using the equation we find the memory size
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(d) The effect on other files except files 40 and
49.
















R11 with SLA (Only R11 has SLA)
R11 without SLA (All routers without SLA)
R1 without SLA (Only R11 has SLA)














R11 with SLA (Only R11 has SLA)
R11 without SLA (All routers without SLA)
R1 without SLA (Only R11 has SLA)
(b) The effect on unpopular files 40 and 49.
Figure 4-11: The effect of partitioning on cache hit rate for the SLA files on the edge














R11 with SLA (Only R11 has SLA)
R11 without SLA (All routers without SLA)
R1 without SLA (Only R11 has SLA)














R11 with SLA (Only R11 has SLA)
R11 without SLA (All routers without SLA)
R1 without SLA (Only R11 has SLA)
(b) The effect on unpopular files 40 and 49.
Figure 4-12: The effect of partitioning on cache hit rate for the other files except the



















Figure 4-13: The equation is validated for CS hit rate of a single router and for
unpopular files 40 and 49 as SLA files.
Without SLA With SLA
CS hit probability Memory size CS hit probability Memory size
Equation Simulation Equation Simulation
0.30 0.27 200 0.30 0.28 380
0.39 0.38 300 0.39 0.38 480
0.45 0.43 400 0.45 0.44 580
0.49 0.48 500 0.49 0.48 680
Table 4.2: The equation can be used to find the extra memory size needed to keep
the CS hit probability for the edge router. Results are for having SLA for unpopular
files 40 and 49 only at the edge router R11.
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Chapter 5
CS Partitioning Based on Cache
Miss Equation
Through the previous Chapters we observed that the performance of the cache in a
router with limited amount of memory space, very much depends on how the cache
deals with the popular files. That in general means managing the cache inside the
router is an important task.
Memory partitioning is a powerful tool for per-application memory management.
Per-application memory management allows to set some predefined constraints on
how to assign resources (here in particular memory) to different applications to reach
a particular goal. For instance if a specific application needs a strict level of require-
ments or ISPs needs to maintain fairness among different applications, they all can
be done by proper memory partitioning scheme.
In [11] the effectiveness of using memory partitioning in an NDN router instead
of using shared storage (without any partition) on user experience and bandwidth
utilization is studied. The major part of the study is focused on comparing the
static partitioning against shared storage. Static partitioning means the partition
size is evaluated and assigned once and it remains till the next evaluation (i.e, the
partition sizes would not change by traffic pattern alteration). They also introduced
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two dynamic partitioning algorithms which are priority storage management (PSM)
and Weighted fair storage management (WFSM). These two algorithms are based
on priority where different classes compete on CS. When the partition of a class is
full the algorithm replaces one of the lower priority class data chunk with the newly
arrived data chunk (i.e., reduces the partition space of the lower priority class and
give it to the higher priority class). The problem of this type of algorithm is that if
one of the flows becomes bursty for a period of time it is going to occupy larger space
of the CS. In case of PSM if this flow has highest priority this space never goes back
to other flows. In case of WFSM it takes some time (which might not be short) to
refine the partition sizes.
They mentioned that dynamic partitioning based on monitoring is not affordable
in a chunk level caching system. Previous work on cache partitioning typically uses a
linear approximation of the miss rate curve, then adjusts the partition iteratively over
multiple epochs (e.g., gradient descent [80] or ARMA controller [75]). Oscillations
and convergence can be an issue for such techniques.
In contrast, we use our (nonlinear) cache miss equation to calculate the desired
partition that minimizes miss probability or enforces fairness, and enforce the parti-
tion in one epoch (without iteration) [67]. The algorithm assigns fixed size of partition
to each flow and each flow can only replace new data with old data in its own par-
tition (unlike priority based algorithms). The system is stable since it does not need
to continuously change the partition sizes to experimentally find the best fit. Using
the cache miss equation the system can find the best partition sizes very quickly and
keep it till the next considerable changes in traffic pattern. Thus the system needs
to monitor the input but does not keep changing the partition sizes. So this scheme
might be considered as a semi-monitoring system.
The results are evaluated with our simulator.
Note that packet classification (e.g., [39] and [33]) is not a concern of this Chapter
and we assume that the router can distinguish different traffics from each other.
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We need to highlight that Equation 3.6 cannot be used for this purpose. The
Equation 5.1 is a more general form of a cache miss equation than our cache hit
Equation 3.6. Equation 3.6 works only with CCndnS cache policy. In addition, this
equation requires some knowledge from network. Content popularity and catalog size
of the passing traffic needed in advance. That makes the equation inefficient for a
dynamic system. The cache miss Equation 5.1 does not require such information as
it adapts with passing traffic by sampling the traffic.
Therefore, these two equations can be used for different purposes. Equation 3.6
is effective in estimating or studying the performance of the system when a static or
permanent change imposes to the system (e.g., increase the cache size). On the other
hand, Equation 5.1 is perfect for dynamic changes. Moreover, Equation 5.1 can only
be used for a single cache. As one of our future works we plan to extend the equation
to be used for estimating the cache miss of the whole network.
5.1 Cache Miss Equation
The essence of the memory partitioning algorithm which is going to be introduced in






H2 − 4)(P * + Pc)− Pc (5.1)
where




The source of this equation is from the page fault equation introduced by Tay and
Zou [83]. The equation is used in [84] to dynamically tune database buffers. The
concept of partitioning buffer size is the same for any buffering system and so we will
investigate here to find out if the equation works well for partitioning the cache inside
of an NDN router.
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The power of the equation is that, having few sample points of memory miss
probability for given memory size, the equation can fill in the memory miss probability
for other memory sizes in between the sample points.
The equation would stay intact by changing network parameters or caching con-
figurations like replacement policy (i.e., the process of chunk selection in a memory to
be replaced with a newly arrived chunk) or cache policy (i.e., the decision process of
which data chunk should be cached in a router). Changing environmental parameters
only affects the four main parameters of the equation.
The four parameters are listed in table 5.1.
• P* - Cold miss is the minimum cache miss probability that might have been
obtained by increasing the cache size of a router. Then the minimum cache size
with miss probability of P* gives the M*. For instance in Figure 5-2(a) P* is
about 0.4 and M* is around 6000.
• M* - The smallest memory size for which Pmiss = P*. After this point the
curve would be flat which means increasing the memory size more than M∗ has
no or very little effect on Pmiss.
• Mb - The memory inside a router might be used for other purposes like indexing,
hashing, etc.. The memory used for such purposes (anything other than Data
chunks) is represented by Mb.
• Pc - Many parameters like replacement policy or cache policy has effect on
cache miss probability (Pmiss). These are modeled by Pc. In effect, Pc controls
the convexity of the Pmiss curve. Tran, et. al., in [84] provides more derivations
of the equation.
To demonstrate the power of the equation that accurately can project memory
miss probability for all memory sizes and with any replacement policies, in Figure 5-2
the output of the equation and the results of simulating a network with different re-
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Table 5.1: Main parameters
M cache size.
Mb size of non-cache memory.
M* smallest cache size for which Pmiss = P*.
P* probability of a cold miss.



















Figure 5-1: Topology for the experiment. X1, X2, X3, X4 (along the “x-axis”) and
Y1, Y2 (along the “y-axis”) are routers. This design models cross traffic and multi-
path routing.
placement policies and other network parameters are shown. The details of simulation
setup and the network topology is presented in Section 5.2.
5.2 Simulation Setup
We use the same simulator explained in Section 6.4 and the same topology as Figure 5-
1.
Here again each client hosts one file and all clients can request the files on other
clients except the clients in their local network ( attached to the same edge router).
The inter-file request time is exponentially distributed with rate λfile. We consider
both CBR and nonCBR traffics.
File popularity is Zipf with different parameters for different traffic classes. Files
on each local network (i.e., files on clients attached to the same router) have their















(a) Random replacement policy, traffic nonCBR, file














(b) LRU replacement policy, traffic CBR, file length
60 packets, Zipf α = 2.3.
Figure 5-2: Validate the equation with different replacement policies. Results are for
router Y1.
side. There are three different set of file popularities representing three distinguish
applications. Table 5.2 summarizes the details.
An Interest packet size is 500Bytes, and a Data chunk is 50KBytes. Again each
flow in our experiments has different file size (table 5.2). CS size is set to 600 packets
which is 4.7% of the total catalog size of the network. Different choices of replacement
policy, traffic type (CBR/nonCBR), popularity (α), etc., produce different shapes for
the simulation data. Figure 5-2 shows that the equation can fit these different shapes.
We examined both random and LRU replacement policies and we reached the same
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conclusion using either one of them.
This study is a comparison study which compares shared CS with partitioned CS
and we tried to provide equal environment to make the comparison fare.
5.3 Static Allocation
We first show how the equation can be used for partitioning a memory size M into
k (M1,M2,...Mk) partitions. Here we assume that the ISP or in general the network
administrator determines the number of traffic classes or number of partitions ( This
can be done based on agreement with content producers). Now the question is,
what is the best partition set size? For this Section, our goal is to minimize the CS
miss probability. CS miss probability has direct effect on link bandwidth utilization
(more hit means less bandwidth usage) and packet delivery time which affects user
performance.
So here the target is to provide a mechanism to divide memory size M to several
partitions whilst keeping the total CS miss rate minimum. Suppose we want to
partition M into three subsets (M1,M2,M3) for three workloads with three sets of
miss probabilities. To do that first we need some sample points of (M,Pmiss) for each
flow. There are some suggestions in [84] of how to collect the sample points for the
equation but in general they can be obtained from a simple simulation or by letting
the network operate for a short time and collect the miss rate results for different
memory sizes.
Now suppose we have a set of (M,Pmiss) data points. In case that P* is known
we use regression in [83] to find values for M*, Mb and Pc to give a best fit between
the points and the curve defined by the buffer miss equation. If P* is not known we
search iteratively for a P* value that gives a best fit.
We need to do the above procedure for each and all flows determined by the
administrator to assign a partition size for them. In our example there are three
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Table 5.2: Characteristics of the three traffic classes
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
file size 10 60 120
Zipf α 1 2.3 1.6


















Figure 5-3: Pmiss prediction for the three distinct traffics.
flows and so we need to have three curves. Figure 5-3 shows the three curves of
our example for router X1 of our network. The exact procedure is that we run the
simulator for few selected memory sizes for each flow individually. Then using the
method explained above the graph is filled in.
Notice again from Figure 5-3 that the equation fit the data for three traffic classes
that have very different miss behavior (P ∗, curvature, etc.).
In this step we are only trying to evaluate the equation and study if it works
well for an NDN router. To do that we are applying the idea on the router X1 in
Figure 5-1. One problem we have to deal with is that having cross traffic or two way
traffics (i.e., from X1 to X4 and from X4 to X1) brings some requests which already
passed through some routers and the CS of the other routers filter out some part of
the traffic. This means the incoming rate to a router is under effect of CS hit rate of
other routers which that is under direct influence of the routers partition sizes.
To eliminate any effect of cross traffic on our study, we turned off the cross traffic
by splitting the nodes to two sets of clients and content generators. In the new setup
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for the X network all clients are connected to the router X1 and all nodes with a file
are attached to the router X4. The same setup goes for Y network and only clients
on router Y1 are requesting files on router Y2.
Later, for dynamic partitioning evaluation, we relax this constraint and let the
network work per normal with cross and two-way traffic.
The Equation 5.1 helps us to get a miss probability function fi(Mi) for any par-
tition sizes Mi. The aggregate P
miss for partition set size (M1, M2, M3) then can be
predicted by
Pmiss(M1,M2,M3) = w1f1(M1) + w2f2(M2) + w3f3(M3) (5.2)
where wi is the probability that a data reference belongs to partition set i. To evaluate
the idea we run three sets of simulations with three distinct traffic classes. Table 5.2
summarizes the characteristics of the three traffics. For the three traffic flows, we tried
to find three distinguished traffic classes which return different Pmiss by increasing
the partition sizes. So the classes need to have different file sizes and popularity
properties. The three classes in table 5.2 can be representative of three applications,
HTTP web [1], web media [17] and user generated contents respectively.
Running the simulator for different CS sizes to find their CS miss probability,
provides the sample points for the equation to fit in the curves (Figure 5-3). We
also measure the number of access to the CS Li at router X1 for each traffic classes,
and estimate wi by wi = Li/(L1 + L2 + L3). Now that we can find the P
miss for
different memory sizes of each traffic class and we know the incoming rate to the CS
for each traffic, using the Equation 5.2 the partition sizes which return the minimum
aggregate Pmiss can be found.
Table 5.3 represents the results obtained from equation and simulation using dif-
ferent partition sizes. The same results are presented for Random replacement pol-
icy in table 5.4. The minimum Pmiss from equation belongs to partition set size:
(1, 208, 391) for LRU policy and (1, 205, 395) for Random policy.
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Table 5.3: Finding the partition size with minimum Pmiss with LRU replacement
policy.
















Results of the simulation confirms that this partition size returns one of the least
Pmiss values for both policies. However, the minimum Pmiss from the simulation
belongs to partition size (1, 250, 349). The difference between the two Pmiss is very
small and they fall into the same partition configuration (i.e., the partition size for
the first class is almost 0 and the last class gains the largest CS size). This small
difference could be caused by some randomness parameters in the simulation as well.
The incoming rate into the routers is influenced by CS hit rate of other routers.
Although we tried to lessen this effect still there is small variation. The small variation
of incoming rate to the routers might enforce some error into the equation. However,
still the equation could find a good guess for the best partition sizes.
Note that the optimal partition essentially does not cache chunks for class 1 traffic.
Thus, although NDN is designed with objective of in-network caching, it is not optimal
to do so for all traffic when there is multi-class traffic.
The results show that using the equation we could find a set of partition sizes
which results in almost minimum Pmiss.
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Table 5.4: Finding the partition size with minimum Pmiss with Random replacement
policy.

















In Section 5.3 we showed that the Equation 5.1 can be used to accurately find the
partition size for three different classes of applications which results in minimum
Pmiss. Now in this Section we use the equation to set the partition size automatically
whilst the router is working.
This method, unlike other dynamic partitioning algorithm (e.g., [80]), is not based
on constant partition size refinement. Constantly refine partition sizes for a chunk
level router is almost impossible. In our method routers only modify the partition
sizes during the learning stage to collect some sample points for each flow. Then the
equation can be used to project the best partition size for specified flows which meets
the requirements. This requirement can be any performance metrics for CS. In an
ordinary dynamic partitioning scheme (e.g., [81]) system gradually finds the partition
sizes for different classes.
In our partitioning scheme we examine the network for different partition sizes
for a short period of time and then the desired partition sizes can be found very
quickly using the cache miss equation. The router monitors the system but since the
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router already has its partitioning this monitoring can be done in a longer intervals
(depending on the router location or configuration this interval can be set to few
minutes to few hours). Only when the router observes big changes in CS miss rate
(not satisfactory miss rate), it can redo the partitioning to find the best partition size
for the current traffic pattern.
Here we show how the equation can be used to find the partition sizes which first
results in minimum aggregate CS miss rate and in the next Section we show how to
maintain fairness among the flows.
The partition setting can be recalculated when a specific performance metric is
violated (e.g., unsatisfactory CS miss rate). When a router realizes a major change
in traffic pattern, it starts the learning stage again to find out the proper partition
size for the current traffic pattern. Administrator can put the router in learning stage
at any time as well. If there are any changes in number of flows or their type, the
router needs to learn the new settings by initiating the procedure of repartitioning
the memory again.
In learning stage, time is divided into rounds called epoch. In each epoch router
sets different partition size for each application class and collects miss probability of
each partition. The only constraints we apply is that M1 +M2 +M3 = M where M
is the CS size and M1,M2,M3 are partition sizes. Table 5.6 shows the partition size
for each class and their miss probabilities for router X1 when replacement policy is
random. The results for LRU policy is reported in table 5.7 for router Y1. In our
example the simulator runs for 5000 file requests in each epoch.
In each step we try to find the proper partition size for only one of the routers
in our network whilst the other routers are already partitioned or still using shared
CS without any partitions. For instance, when the router X1 is in learning state, all
other routers are using shared CS without any partitioning. When router X1 found
its partition size its going to use it and router X2 goes to learning state and all other
routers keep running shared CS without partitioning.
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Table 5.5: The four parameters obtained for the router X1 and Y1.
X1 (Random) M
∗ Mb P ∗ Pc
Partition 1 179.973 202.398 0.562 -0.265
Partition 2 280.633 146.823 0.472 -0.234
Partition 3 457.343 1011.84 0.621 -0.21
Y1 (LRU) M
∗ Mb P ∗ Pc
Partition 1 187.636 184.114 0.431 -0.093
Partition 2 283.224 277.582 0.423 -0.092
Partition 3 469.226 136.125 0.729 -0.658
At the end of the learning state the i pair of (Mi, P
miss
i ) are going to be applied to
the memory miss equation to find the partitions which minimize the aggregate Pmiss
in Equation 5.2.
The obtained four parameters from the regression [84] is presented in table 5.5.
Using the parameters in a nested iterative loop by changing the size of each
partition, the partition sizes which returns the minimum Pmiss is (1, 281, 318) with
Pmiss = 0.687 for Random policy on X1 and (85, 284, 231) with P
miss = 0.684 for
LRU on Y1. .
The last three epochs (epoch 13, 14 and 15) show the results of running the
simulator with the obtained partition sizes.
To save space we skip presenting information for other routers and only show the
final results when all routers find their best partition sizes (table 5.8 and 5.9).
Since setting partition on CS of the routers might change the traffic pattern com-
pare to shared CS, after all routers set their partition size, we put the router X1 in
initial stage again to see how much refinement it needs. The new partition size and
their probabilities are reported in table 5.10 for Random policy and table 5.11 for
LRU policy. As it can be seen the new partition size and its CS miss probabilities
are quite consistent with the first results for router X1.
Comparing the dynamic partitioning results in table 5.8 with results obtained for
shared CS in table 5.12 reveals that Pmiss is always smaller for dynamic partitioning
although the difference for core routers like X2 and X3 is not much. The results
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Table 5.6: Results of dynamic partitioning for router X1. The first 12 epochs are for
calibrating the equation. In epoch 13, the equation is used to determine the partition
that minimizes aggregate Pmiss (Random replacement).






1 (27,374,199) 0.909 0.404 0.918 0.722
2 (1,322,277) 0.998 0.447 0.883 0.728
3 (334,53,213) 0.403 0.884 0.894 0.848
4 (218,61,321) 0.559 0.877 0.835 0.827
5 (54,76,470) 0.813 0.875 0.736 0.786
6 (72,144,384) 0.791 0.724 0.83 0.79
7 (102,234,264) 0.719 0.559 0.866 0.745
8 (132,258,210) 0.659 0.566 0.909 0.77
9 (168,300,132) 0.623 0.539 0.945 0.774
10 (180,360,60) 0.584 0.479 0.981 0.746
11 (30,36,534) 0.908 0.946 0.729 0.808
12 (93,185,322) 0.749 0.683 0.821 0.771
13 (1,281,318) 0.998 0.581 0.756 0.717
14 (1,281,318) 0.997 0.573 0.755 0.715
15 (1,281,318) 0.999 0.523 0.784 0.717
are consistence with LRU policy as well (tables 5.9 and 5.13). By the way, the
performance of such routers is always less than edge routers because of filter effect
introduced in Chapter 3(i.e., edge routers filter the most popular files and for not edge
routers the difference between file popularities are not much). Having less popular
files in cache of a router reduces its cache efficiency.
One interesting result from comparing table 5.12 with table 5.8 (or tables 5.9 and
5.13) is that dynamic partitioning reduces Pmiss2 about 40% for edge routers (i.e., for
X1, probability of CS miss for class 2 traffic with shared CS is 0.728 whilst its 0.457
with partitioning). Recall that the Zipf α parameter is the highest for the second
class of traffics. Thus this class has the most popular files and to improve cache
performance it is better to keep the most popular files in the cache. So partitioning
the CS could save data chunks of the traffic class 2 (the most popular files) from
interference of other traffic flows. At the same time using our dynamic partitioning
scheme we could keep aggregate Pmiss minimum.
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Table 5.7: Results of dynamic partitioning for router Y 1. The first 12 epochs are for
calibrating the equation. In epoch 13, the equation is used to determine the partition
that minimizes aggregate Pmiss (LRU replacement).






1 (226,307,67) 0.437 0.450 0.912 0.735
2 (18,422,160) 0.891 0.405 0.847 0.716
3 (5,270,325) 0.964 0.489 0.767 0.702
4 (15,330,255) 0.908 0.434 0.803 0.701
5 (64,296,240) 0.778 0.434 0.813 0.694
6 (20,276,304) 0.906 0.526 0.795 0.728
7 (93,185,322) 0.698 0.631 0.786 0.733
8 (218,61,321) 0.428 0.825 0.755 0.744
9 (54,76,470) 0.821 0.769 0.721 0.745
10 (72,144,384) 0.737 0.687 0.781 0.748
11 (102,234,264) 0.656 0.497 0.789 0.684
12 (180,360,60) 0.492 0.359 0.936 0.726
13 (85,284,231) 0.731 0.4546 0.788 0.683
14 (85,284,231) 0.693 0.474 0.765 0.670
15 (85,284,231) 0.705 0.464 0.799 0.687
Table 5.8: Results of dynamic partitioning for all routers with Random policy






X1 (1,281,318) 0.999 0.457 0.866 0.732
X2 (15,301,284) 0.981 0.689 0.833 0.826
X3 (64,296,240) 0.848 0.705 0.879 0.835
X4 (1,360,239) 0.997 0.413 0.865 0.718
Y 1 (5,270,325) 0.97 0.463 0.785 0.704
Y 2 (33,264,303) 0.878 0.517 0.751 0.697
5.5 Fair Partitioning
The Equation 5.1 can be used in different ways to set the partition sizes. In previous
Section the equation was used to find the partition sizes which results in minimum
Pmiss and in this Section we show how it can be used for fair partitioning.
Fairness can be defined in several ways and here we use the definition introduced
in [83]. Their fairness is defined as equal number of reads per page of a process in hard
disk (i.e., r value which is defined as
(Pmiss+Pc)
(P ∗+Pc) ). If there are n process then memory
is divided into n partitions and to have a fair partition size they try to equalize the
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Table 5.9: Results of dynamic partitioning for all routers with LRU policy






X1 (1,308,291) 0.997 0.598 0.875 0.789
X2 (264,84,252) 0.404 0.937 0.886 0.811
X3 (101,66,483) 0.820 0.942 0.767 0.814
X4 (1,191,408) 0.997 0.693 0.824 0.795
Y 1 (85,284,231) 0.815 0.450 0.794 0.694
Y 2 (1,243,356) 0.995 0.509 0.736 0.688
Table 5.10: Partition size and CS miss probabilities of router X1 after initiating the
partition sizes for the second time. Replacement policy is Random






X1 (1,300,299) 0.997 0.440 0.860 0.733
number of times a page is going to be brought to the memory. Here we can translate
each process to one of the traffic classes.
Assume the memory is already partitioned to n classes with size M1...Mn, and to
reach the fairness we need to trim 4i from Mi and 4 = 41 + ... + 4n. To find the
proper 4i, [83] found the formula:












M ′i = M
∗
i −Mib
where Mi the memory size that process i has and M
′
i is what the process i needs.
Since in CS we want to use the whole space (no change in total cache size), 4 = 0.
Equation 5.3 specifies the amount of memory (4i) to remove from partition i to make











Mj on the right hand side includes Mi, so this looks like that Mi on the right
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Table 5.11: Partition size and CS miss probabilities of router X1 after initiating the
partition sizes for the second time. Replacement policy is LRU.






Y 1 (1,259,340) 0.995 0.599 0.843 0.768







X1 0.935 0.728 0.758 0.765
X2 0.953 0.804 0.815 0.835
X3 0.941 0.816 0.824 0.842
X4 0.933 0.734 0.815 0.798
Y 1 0.902 0.68 0.71 0.719
Y 2 0.906 0.716 0.707 0.731
hand side should be known in order to calculate Mi on the left hand side. However,
since 4 = 0:
n∑
j=1










Now the right hand side does not have Mi and the M
′
j is already known from the
curve fitting. So it is straightforward to calculate M1, ...,Mn, to get the same r value.
In other words, in order to have fair partitioning regards to r value, all partitions
(in our example the three partitions) should have the same
(Pmiss+Pc)
(P ∗+Pc) (in our example,
(Pmiss1 +P c1)
(P ∗1 +P c1)
=
(Pmiss2 +P c2)
(P ∗2 +P c2)
=
(Pmiss3 +P c3)
(P ∗3 +P c3)
).
In order to make a better comparison some of the simulation parameters have
been modified. To see if the partitioning is fair we needed one of the traffic classes to
bully the others. The CS size lessened to 550 packets to increase the race for memory
space. Class 3 is set to generate the bullying traffic. The inter-request file time is
half for this class and the rest of the configurations are presented in table 5.14.
Figure 5-4 presents the results of the experiments for shared CS and partitioned
CS using the Equation 5.4 and the measured fairness parameter
(Pmiss+Pc)
(P ∗+Pc) for shared
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X1 0.968 0.825 0.789 0.817
X2 0.974 0.830 0.830 0.854
X3 0.976 0.786 0.830 0.843
X4 0.954 0.740 0.834 0.814
Y 1 0.907 0.687 0.705 0.720
Y 2 0.913 0.670 0.720 0.734
Table 5.14: Characteristics of the three traffic classes
Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
file size 10 60 120
Zipf α 2.5 1.6 1
Traffic nonCBR nonCBR CBR
CS varies from 1 to 6.4 for the 3 traffic classes whilst this range for fair partitioning
is from 1 to 2. As mentioned earlier to have a fair partitioning the parametric values
of the partitions should be equal (or closer together). The result is for router X1
and the partition sizes from equation are (52, 77, 421) for partition 1, partition 2 and
partition 3 respectively.
5.5.1 Extension
In this Chapter we have shown that the cache miss equation is effective in finding
the proper partition sizes of a CS to reach different goals (e.g., minimum CS miss
probability and fairness).
Still the equation can be used to study the effect of partition on other aspects of
the network. These parameters can be different classes of traffics (e.g., text, video,
image, social network, etc.), or different measurements like latency or bandwidth.
One of the most important issues is the effect of partitions of one router on other
routers. So far, we used the equation to find the minimum CS miss probability for
only one router. However, the minimum CS miss rate can be calculated for the whole



























Figure 5-4: The first four epochs are for shared CS and the second four epochs are
after partitioning the CS. the parametric values for the three partitions are much
closer together when we have fair partitioning. Results is for router X1.
Table 5.15: The effect of partitioning of the edge router X1 on the core router X2.
Router X1 does not cache traffic class 1. That allows router X2 to improve its cache
hit rate by setting a larger partition size for this traffic class.






X1 (1,308,291) 0.997 0.598 0.875 0.789
X2 (264,84,252) 0.404 0.937 0.886 0.811
for a particular router but overall we might reach to the minimum miss rate for the
whole network.
We have already seen the filter effect of edge routers on core routers (see Sec. 6.6.5).
Because of this effect, the Interest packets arrive at the core routers do not have
popularity property as the popular requests are already filtered by the edge routers.
Without popularity the effect of caching system reduces significantly. One way of
dealing with this issue could be using partitioning. An edge router does not respond
to all popular contents and the partition size for a particular class can be very small
(or zero) to let the next router handle this class of traffic. In this way by increasing the
performance of CS of the core routers, we might be able to increase the performance
of the whole network.
Through a simple experiment we observed the effect of partitioning on the per-
formance of the two edge and core routers.
As it is shown in table 5.15, when router X1 does not cache traffic class 1, router
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X1 0.968 0.825 0.789 0.817
X2 0.974 0.830 0.830 0.854
X2 has a better chance to respond to this type of traffic by setting a bigger partition
size for this traffic class. The hit rate for the two routers can be compared with




A New Router Design
Throughout the previous chapters we studied the performance of network of caches
mainly focused on dependencies and correlation among the nodes. Elimination (or
reduction) of the correlation between nodes has two positive impact:
• Improves the performance of the entire network by increasing the performance
of the core routers,
• Performance of the whole network of caches can be modeled by a simple math-
ematical equation.
Another major problem of NDN design is its router architecture. There is some
skepticism that NDN architecture can match link speed. Router memory must be fast
enough to match line speed and sufficiently large to effectively cache data chunks and
host the routing information for them. Having a fast and large memory is very expen-
sive. So by introducing a new router design, we try to reduce the packet forwarding
delay using the slower memory technology.
In Section 6.2, we propose a new memory arrangement in an NDN router including
its proper replacement policy and forwarding algorithm to reduce Interest packet
processing time in the router.
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From the experiments we have observed that even if we could manage to reduce
the Interest packet forwarding delay, still the forwarding scheme suffers from huge
queuing delay. Long queue length is mainly caused by caching all the Data chunks
coming into the router in response to the Interest packets.
To rectify the queuing delay problem we use CCndnS, the cache policy proposed
in Chapter 3, to reduce the memory queue length by selectively cache contents.
Before delving into our proposed architecture, we look at some difficulties of the
pipeline design of forwarding architecture of NDN through the next Section.
6.1 Pipeline Design
Since a real NDN hardware design has not been disclosed so far, we make our dis-
cussion based on the proposals in the literatures and on NFD platform, the Name
Forwarder Daemon published recently [3].
The main architecture of an NDN router consists of three tables: (1) a Content
Store (CS) that caches Data chunks, (2) a Pending Interest Table (PIT) that records
the incoming interface for an Interest, and (3) a Forwarding Information Base (FIB)
that records the outgoing interface for forwarded Interests.
There are other tables to handle flow of the packets introduced by NFD. Since we
do not want to focus on a particular design, we just concentrate on the essential tables
in the NDN architecture.
As shown in Figure 6-1 an arrived Interest packet to a router first searches CS for
already cached Data chunk in the router. In case of finding the corresponding Data,
the Data chunk will be returned to the requester. Otherwise in the second step PIT
table will be examined by the Interest packet. In case of PIT hit, Interest packet just
updates the PIT entry by adding its incoming interface address to the existing PIT
entry and then the packet will be dropped. PIT hit means this Interest packet had
already been forwarded from this router and by receiving the Data chunk, it will be
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forwarded to the all interfaces found from PIT. Finally if the Interest packet address
does not match with any entry in PIT (miss), the packet will be sent out to proper
interfaces using routing information provided in FIB. To do that, the Interest packet
goes through a small and fast on chip memory (FIBon) to obtain longest prefix match
(LPM) first. Using the LPM the main FIB table which is a large and slow memory
and placed in an off-chip memory (FIBoff) determines the interface(s) which gets this
Interest packet closer to the source of its Data [41].
Note that although there are ongoing argument about NDN naming system, we
assumed the hierarchical naming system proposed in [41]. Using hierarchical naming
system, the routing table size significantly reduces by holding the routing information
only for the longest prefix name of contents.
When the idea of content networking is reintroduced in [41], it was assumed that
everything (all tables and their indices) are implemented in a single memory (i.e., in
the buffer of the interfaces). Since the forwarding architecture is prone to memory
latency, in other proposals [5], [62] the delay of memory lookup tried to compensate
by using different memory technologies. A hybrid memory technology was introduced
to reduce the delay while keeping the price of the memory affordable. We choose the
hybrid memory technology to show that even with such complicated designs, still the
forwarding pipeline of NDN remains troublesome.
Another concern is the time complexity of processing the tables. In the latest
document on how NDN forwarding architecture works [3], PIT is the first table to
search before searching CS (contrary to the original design suggested in [41]). In
addition, there are two other tables (Strategy Choice table and Measurement table)
introduced. The detailed pipeline path for Interest and Data packets are described
as well.
Both PIT and CS can filter part of the passing traffic through the router. PIT
can aggregate similar Interests initiated from different clients. On the other hand CS
can satisfy some Interests looking for a cached data inside the router.
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Which table is better to be probed first is not known yet however, in case of using









Figure 6-1: The sequence of memory unites in an NDN router.
Memory technology and its latency defines the forwarding delay. However, the
memory lookup delays can be overlapped using a careful pipeline design. Nevertheless,
the performance of a pipeline highly depends on the nature of the task. To design a
perfect pipeline, a task should acquire two main properties:
• The task should be able to be broken to completely disjoint subtasks.
• The processing delay of each subtask should be relatively equal.
NDN pipeline refers to looking up at each functional tables. Therefore, it can
be assumed that they are disjoint. The forwarding pipeline of NDN forwarder is
explained in [3] in details. The big picture of forwarding pipeline and strategy of
NFD forwarder is presented in Figure 6-2. Each blue box represents a pipeline and the
white boxes represent decision points. The diagram in Figure 6-2 consists of Interest
and Data incoming pipelines. Pipeline is a series of functions on a received packet
which activates by an event. NFD separates Interest processing into the following
pipelines:
• incoming Interest: processing of incoming Interests





























Figure 6-2: Forwarding pipeline of NFD [3]
• outgoing Interest: preparation and sending out Interests
• Interest reject: processing PIT entries that are rejected by the strategy
• Interest unsatisfied: processing PIT entries that are unsatisfied before all down-
stream entries for the same Interest timeout
Based on the predefined rules in strategy plan, different events might be trigged for
different Interests.
Data processing in NFD is split into these pipelines:
• incoming Data: processing of incoming Data packets
• Data unsolicited: processing of incoming unsolicited Data packets
• outgoing Data: preparation and sending out Data packets
Unsolicited Data refers to the received Data packet from an interface which does not
have any track in PIT. Usually such Data packets are considered as threat and are
dropped. For detailed information read NFD guidelines [3].
One problem with this system is that although it seems there are two disjoint
pipeline systems for incoming Data and Interests, but actually both Data and Interest
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packets are accessing the same tables to lookup or update an entry there. That
increases the dependency among the pipeline stages.
Before looking at the next problem of the pipeline design of NDN forwarder, note
that basically a pipeline is for increasing the throughput of a system by increasing the
throughput of each functional unit and by overlapping their latencies. If a pipeline
stage waits for an input (which is the output of the previous stage) the efficiency of
the pipeline is largely compromised and it is considered as one of the major issues of
a pipeline design.
Therefore, in an optimum pipelined design all pipeline stages should work without
any stalls. In other words, all pipeline stages should have the same incoming rates.
Figure 6-3 shows the details of the pipeline for incoming Interest in Figure 6-2. We
present this pipeline as an example of how the design is actually ineffective. Only
Interests received from one of the interfaces is valid. If an Interest received from
local-host it should be dropped. For a valid Interest, an entry will be added to the
PIT. If it is a looped Interest, the Interest Loop pipeline will be triggered. Otherwise
the Nonce value which is an increasing number to detect loops, is recorded and the
entry in PIT is checked whether this is a new entry or pending entry. CS will be
checked for each new entry of PIT. If Data can be found from CS then the outgoing
Data pipeline will be trigged and the entry removes from PIT. Otherwise and if the
entry in PIT is pending, the PIT timer will be reset and FIB will be searched for
proper outgoing interfaces.
We see that each pipeline stage requires access to different tables with (perhaps)
different lookup time complexity. Even if we assume that all tables are implemented
in the same memory technology with a universal lookup algorithm (their lookup time
complexity are the same), still there are many decision points before an Interest
packet can reach to FIB. Meaning the incoming rate to the FIB is much less than the
incoming rate to the interface.









































Figure 6-3: The Interest Pipeline [3]
1- Make a better decision on searching CS by using CCndnS.
2- In a parallel fashion, we inject a packet to all related functional units.
Doing so the result of the table lookup would be ready regardless of decision
points. Meaning that if a packet (for instance an Interest packet) needs the result of
later stages, the result would be ready otherwise the result can be discarded.
In this chapter we try to meet the goal of pipelining which is having an output
after each d time slots where d is the processing time of the slowest pipeline stage.
To do that we need to analyze the system for its bottlenecked component:
• It is believed that obtaining data from a router’s memory improves the packet
latency and so users’ satisfaction. This might be true for cacheable contents.
Nevertheless, many applications like live streaming or voice and video com-
munications do not generate cacheable contents. Even for cacheable contents,
access data at the routers’ cache costs searching the entire cache for all Interest
packets. If data chunks can be found from a closer node to the requester, total
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download time might be reduced. However, cache misses impose cache search
delay on the packets. Therefore, search time for accessing a data chunks from a
further router (or source) might have even negative impact ( larger total down-
load time). Our experiments in Section 6.3 show that the CS hit probability is
insignificant and cache misses adds huge delay on each packet (probably this is
even worse in a real network as the requests are much more diverse). Two main
influential factors for CS hits are:
(1) popularity of Data chunks and
(2) their life time duration in CS.
Other parameters like replacement policy (selection of a data chunk from CS
to be replaced with a newly arrived data), cache policy (which data should be
cached in which router), distance to the requesters etc. directly or indirectly
affect the above factors.
In order to increase the cache hit probability, their life span in CS should be
prolonged. However, considering the memory size of the current routers and
the amount of data available on web, Data chunks might not get any hit before
replacement. Thus, a large memory size for CS is essential. On the other hand,
the memory technology for CS should be fast enough to prevent performance
reduction in case of cache miss. Hence, to maintain an acceptable level of cache
performance, CS should be fast and large. Considering the cost of the fast
memories, this solution might be unrealistic. Using slower memory technology
makes CS as one of the major bottlenecks in the NDN router.
• PIT table is the only table which is not size-oriented. PIT is going to keep track
of Interest packets whilst they are waiting for Data chunk. So the maximum
life time of an entry in PIT is equal to the round trip time of an Interest which
left the router until the corresponding Data arrives (however, PIT entry might
be dropped by a timer for congestion control). Therefore, PIT size can be
calculated for a particular router with a specific link bandwidth.
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If the average round trip time of a packet in the network and the total incoming
rate to a router is known the PIT size can be found from Equation 6.1 and 6.2.
Average round trip time = t
Aggregateincoming rate from a link = λ
Number of links to a router = l
If there is only one PIT in a router (as another implementation, each interfaces
can have a separate PIT), maximum PIT size is:
Maximum PIT size =
l∑
i=1
λi ∗ t (6.1)
If there is one PIT at each interface then:
Maximum PIT size for interface i = λi ∗ t (6.2)
Since the size of PIT can be easily engineered, we assume that it can be imple-
mented by fast memories. Considering that, we try to match the other tables’
(i.e., CS and FIB) latency close to PIT.
• FIB collects routing information. It has to be large to match the enormous
number of content names on the Web. Therefore, slow memory technologies
might be used in its design for affordable implementation. That makes it a
potential bottleneck.
Table 6.1 shows that the most suitable memory technology for CS and FIB is
DRAM which is large and cheap. Non-volatile memory (like flash) can be larger and
cheaper, but we exclude them since they will not last when written at line rate [36].
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access time maximum cost power
technology (ns) size ($/MB) (W/MB)
SRAM 0.45 ∼210Mb 27 0.12
RLDRAM 15 ∼2Gb 0.27 0.027
DRAM 55 ∼10GB 0.016 0.023
Table 6.1: Summary of memory technologies [62]
However, calculations show that DRAM latency may not match line speed [62], thus
making CS and FIB the router bottleneck.
6.2 ndn‖mem
Thus, we propose ndn‖mem (ndn with the parallel memory architecture shown in
Figure 6-4), a redesigned model of the NDN router to cope with the line speed problem
whilst using the slower memory technology. There are four ideas in our ndn‖mem
design:
(1) A parallel search of the three memories (CS, PIT, FIB).
(2) A FIB cache for the Interest’s longest prefix match (LPM) [106].
(3) Using CCndnS (see Chapter 3) cache policy.
(4) A droptail replacement policy for chunks from the same file.
In the following, we describe each idea in corresponding subsections.
6.2.1 Parallel Search
Unlike conventional TCP/IP protocol in which a packet needs to be processed only
once in each router, in NDN architecture a packet must be processed at least three
times (considering LPM makes it four times) using three different memory units.




















Figure 6-4: The ndn‖mem architecture. It allows Interests to bypass CS, and possibly
abort a visit to FIB.
The packet latency in a router like Figure 6-1 is the summation of all the three
memory latencies (packetdelay = CSdelay + PITdelay + FIBdelay). To rectify the
problem we suggest the parallel search on the three memory units. In this way, the
packet latency would be equal to the slowest memory unit (the bottleneck compo-
nent). Of course in this way we compromise the throughput of the non-bottleneck
components. Since all the three memories are going to be processed at the same
time for one packet, the memory units that finish their job earlier should wait for the
slower memory unit before they can process the next packet.
We have seen that CS and FIB are the two major bottlenecks for an NDN router.
In the following Sections by introducing new techniques we improve the parallel idea
to reduce the effect of the bottleneck components.
Section 6.6.1 will present a performance comparison of the two architectures (serial
and parallel).
6.2.2 PIT/FIBcache
As mentioned earlier, FIB should be huge enough to cover as many content name as
possible (the best case is equal to the all of the names on the web). Therefore, to
keep the price low, it has to be implemented with slow memory.
In order to maintain the FIB search time low, we introduce a faster FIBcache.
FIBcache can be faster as it is smaller. Entries in FIBcache need to remain in the
memory for shorter time (i.e. equal to the time needed to download a complete file).
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Assuming that there is at least one entry in PIT for all ongoing downloading files,
the maximum number of entries in FIBcache could be equal to the maximum number
of entries in PIT table. Of course PIT hit does not count in measuring FIBcache size
as those packets just update PIT and are then dropped (they do not need routing
information).
Since the size of FIBcache is not larger than PIT, it can be implemented with the
same memory technology as PIT. Duration of entries in PIT (which is equal to the
round trip time of a packet) is small so it can be implemented with a fast memory
(e.g., RLDRAM).
Using the same memory technology, we could merge the two FIBcache and PIT
tables into one table and perform a parallel search on both for an arriving Interest
packet (Figure 6-5). There are other researches trying to reduce FIB latency like [87]
which can be applied here as well. Reducing FIB latency definitely improves the
performance of the system by improving one of the bottleneck components.
Correlation between chunk sequences of a file is a good opportunity to cache the
routing information of the first chunk of the file for the use of the subsequent chunks
of it. One of the main assumptions we make is that most likely chunks of a file can
be found from the same node [68]. Hence, routing information of the chunks of a file
should be the same. Therefore, by keeping the routing information of the first chunk
of a file in FIBcache we save (number of packets in a file −1) FIB searches.
The PIT/FIBcache in Figure 6-4 has a PIT table and a FIBcache — see Figure 6-5.
PIT/FIBcache acts upon received Interest packet as follows:
• An Interest arrival prompts a parallel search of these two tables: the longest
prefix match in FIBcache, and the remainder of the address in PIT.
• If an LPM entry is found in FIBcache, then the Interest is forwarded via the
indicated outgoing interface if and only if the remainder of the address is not








































Figure 6-5: PIT/FIBcache structure: Each longest prefix match (LPM) is in FIB-
cache, and the remaining addresses for the Interests are in PIT. The two tables are
searched in parallel; a FIBcache hit sends a signal to stop the concurrent FIB search.
• If an LPM entry is not found in FIBcache, the creation of a new FIBcache entry
for LPM must wait for the FIB search to finish with a decision on the outgoing
interface(s).
• In any case, PIT records the Interest’s incoming interface (in an existing entry
or a new entry).
In this design, PIT hit translates to hit entries at both FIBcache and PIT tables.
The entry in FIBcache remains longer than entry in PIT table. PIT entry will be
removed by arrival of the corresponding Data packet (after round trip time [t]). How-
ever, FIBcache entry needs to stay there for the entire download time of the file (i.e.,
t ∗ file size).
Search on FIBcache always finishes before FIB as we assumed that memory tech-
nology used for FIBcache is much faster than FIB. Having FIBcache with slower or
even the same memory speed spoils the idea of having FIBcache.
Section 6.6.2 will present an experiment to demonstrate the efficacy of the FIB-
cache.
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6.2.3 Using CCndnS to Decide CS Search
In order to have reasonable performance from CS, it should be large and therefore slow
to keep the cost low. Consequently, cache misses would be so expensive for packet
latencies. In vanilla NDN design, an Interest packet searches all the CSs during the
journey to the source of the content. If an Interest packet would not be satisfied from
one of the CSs, it suffers huge delay from searching all the CSs in the path. Even
in the parallel architecture, CS is the major bottleneck in the routers. Although the
memories will be searched concurrently, still all the packets should go through the
bottleneck component.
Note that there is no guarantee to implement CS index table with a faster memory.
It is possible that the CS index table would be placed in the same memory as the
CS table. In an alternative approach, CS index table might be implemented with a
faster memory ( this is what we considered in our experiments). Although CS index
table might not be the bottleneck, it is an extra unnecessary delay to those Interest
packets that get miss from CS (it will be shown that CS miss ratio is huge).
Hence, to do better a router should decide to search its CS for an arrived Interest
packet or just bypass the CS. This means, CS is not going to be searched by all arriving
Interest packets. This idea forced us to remove the CS from the parallel search and
make it pipelined with the other two tables. Doing that, whilst PIT/FIBcache and
FIB are going to be concurrently searched for an Interest packet (which does not need
to search CS), in a pipelined fashion CS can be examined by another Interest packet
(which has been decided to search CS).
The key issue here is that the decision algorithm must be fast to not impose
another delay to the packet processing time. On the other hand, the algorithm should
be precise enough to not reduce the cache efficiency by bypassing the CS whilst data
was there.
Our basic decision idea is that an Interest is more likely to find its Data in CS if
previous Interests for the same file F succeeded in doing so. This is equivalent the
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CCndnS idea proposed in Chapter 3. In short CCndnS does:
• For chunk 1, always search CS;
• for all chunks in segment k, search CS if the CS is supposed to cache segment
k (of F);
• skip this CS if the CS does not cache segment k.
For more information on how a requester finds the hop distance of the router
where a segment caches there, see Section 3.2.1.
CCndnS implementation requires just a simple comparator, and two bytes in the
chunk header (sufficient for 256 hops).
Since the proposed method is using hop count to find the node with the data,
some doubts might raise:
• Forwarding an Interest packet to multiple interfaces in a router brings multiple
different hop distance! This is not a problem as only the first arrived Data
chunk (including hop distance) can consume PIT entry and the rest of the Data
chunks for that particular Interest will be dropped on that router.
• A router might decide to send an Interest packet to a wrong interface which will
end up reaching the source of the file whilst Data was there in another path.
This might happen by a bad routing strategy. By the way if the router chooses
a wrong path, even searching all CS in the path would not solve the problem.
• A content might get closer to the requester upon requesting by another client but
our algorithm would fail to get that! We addressed this issue in Section 3.2.1.
Briefly we can say, since the first Interest of all segments search all CSs along
the path the chance of happening this is very small. However, out of order
requesting of chunks of a file might confuse LRU replacement policy and make
this problem happen. A tailored replacement policy for our architecture is
introduced in Section 6.2.4.
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CS
file1 file2 file3 file4
(a) Arbitrary replacement of a chunk can create a gap.
CS
file1 file2 file3 file4
(b) A droptail replacement policy preserves Data contigu-
ity.
Figure 6-6: A cross indicates a replaced chunk. In (a), a replacement of an arbitrary
chunk can cause Interest for subsequent chunks to skip this CS (although their Data
are there). The droptail replacement in (b) avoids this problem.
Section 6.6.3 will present an experimental evaluation of this idea.
6.2.4 A 〈Pfile,Pchunk〉 Replacement Policy for CS
The main intuition of skipping part of CCndnS is on how a router assumes chunk k+1
will not be in CS if chunk k was not there. The CS cache replacement policy should
not contradict this policy. For example, if CS is full in Figure 6-6(a) and chunk2 of
file3 were replaced, then an Interest that finds that chunk missing will reset the hop
count hF for subsequent Interests, causing them to skip this CS even though their
Data are there.
CS performance therefore depends on the chunk replacement policy. We denote a
replacement policy P by
P = 〈Pfile,Pchunk〉,
where Pfile is a policy for choosing a file F that has chunks in the CS; Pchunk is a
policy for choosing a chunk of F for replacement. For example, 〈 LRU, random 〉 is
a policy that
• uses the least recently used (LRU) policy to pick a file victim F from those in
CS
• then replaces a randomly chosen chunk of F .
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To avoid creating a chunk gap illustrated in Figure 6-6(a), ndn‖mem adopts a
droptail policy for Pchunk, i.e. the last chunk of a file victim is chosen for replacement.
This is illustrated in Figure 6-6(b).
In our experiments, we consider 〈LRU, droptail〉, 〈random, droptail〉 and
〈random, random〉.
6.2.5 Architecture Summary
We introduced the parallel memory architecture for an NDN router to reduce the
packet forwarding delay.
To reduce the burden of searching slow CS for all Interest packets, we exploit the
hop count algorithm to search the CS of a router only for the Interest packets with
higher probability of finding Data chunk there. To do that, the CS is removed from
parallel search.
As FIB is a huge table implemented with a slow memory, the delay of a parallel
search of the two PIT and FIB tables, would be the delay of FIB. Note that duration
of entries in PIT (which is equal to the round trip time of a packet) is small. So,
the probability of PIT hit is negligible (except for live streaming applications). Thus,
most of those Interest packets that got miss from CS or bypass it will go through FIB
table.
Therefore, an extra memory table named FIBcache which is smaller and faster
than FIB table was added to a router to reduce the delay of FIB search. FIBcache is
in the size of PIT table and can be merged with it.
The overall footprint of a packet in an NDN router would be as follows:
• Based on the hop distance information provided in the header of the packet,
router decides whether to search the CS for the packet or not.
• If the router decides on searching the CS, presence of data will be checked by
looking at CS index table.
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• In case of CS miss or the router decides on not searching the CS, the Interest
packet leads to the LPM table.
• Then the LPM of the name is sent it to the parallel tables (PIT/FIBcache and
FIB).
• If the Interest packet finds a same entry in PIT, PIT will be updated with the
packet’s interface name and the packet will be dropped.
• In case of PIT miss, if the routing information is found from FIBcache, search on
FIB will be aborted and the packet will be sent out using the obtained routing
information.
• In case of FIBcache miss, FIB will decide (based on its routing information or
defined routing strategy) on forwarding interfaces.
Ignoring the FIBon delay (SRAM is so fast), the worst case search latency (which
is rare and less than 4% in our experiments) is CS index plus FIB. In the best case,
the Interest bypasses CS (see Section 6.2.3) and the search time is just PIT/FIBcache
latency.
6.3 Evaluation of the New Architecture
In this chapter we evaluate the effectiveness of our ideas in improving router forward-
ing delay. To serve this purpose, we implemented our event-driven simulator written
in Java. Since this is the first study at the memory queue level for NDN routers, we
could not find any convenient NDN simulator for this purpose.
We first specify the set-up for the simulation analysis of ndn‖mem and CCndn,
then discuss the performance metrics.
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6.4 Simulator Parameters
We designed the topology in Figure 5-1 so it has cross traffic, multipathing, and a mix
of edge and core routers. This topology may look small but, in fact, we have found
no other paper that simulates memory events at multiple routers. (Some experiments
take days to finish because they simulate a huge number of events at nanosecond
granularity.) In any case, Section 6.7 will present results from simulating a larger
Abilene-like topology.
To help the reader remember the topology, we label 4 routers X1, X2, X3 and X4
along an “x-axis”, and 2 routers Y1 and Y2 along a “y-axis”. X2 and X3 are core
routers, and the others are edge routers. To keep simulation time tractable, we fix
the number of clients at 50 for each edge router.
The main control variable is λfile, the file request rate per client, which is often
pushed beyond 2000 files/sec. Each client is thus multiplexing requests from many
users in some subnetwork, and we change the number of users by changing λfile. The
inter-file request time is exponentially distributed with rate λfile. We consider two
kinds of traffic:
(CBR) For constant bit rate traffic (CBR), a client C sends Interests for consecutive
chunks of a file F with constant inter-request time (1500ns); i.e. C requests for chunk
k + 1 regardless of whether it has received chunk k.
(nonCBR) For nonCBR traffic, C sends Interest for chunk k + 1 of F only after C
has received Data for chunk k.
For nonCBR, Y1 forwards the Interest for the first chunk of a segment to both X2
and X3; if Y1 receives the Data from Xj, Y1 will forward subsequent Interests for that
segment to Xj only. For CBR, Y1 may receive multiple Interests for a segment before
it gets the first Data chunk; in that case, Y1 forwards them all to both X2 and X3,
until it receives the first Data. Similar remarks applies to Y2, X2 and X3.
A client that has not finished downloading a file F will not again request F ;
otherwise, caching at the edge router will hide network performance. Clients do not
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cache chunks, so their Interests are always sent to edge routers. To keep the simulation
time tractable, we fix the file size at 100 chunks.
For ease of implementation, each client (recall: it represents many users) is the
source for one file, and can request a file from any client not attached to the same edge
router. File popularity has an obvious impact on caching performance [73], and the
commonly used model is Zipf. Unfortunately, there is disagreement in the literature
on what the exponent α should be. We therefore use α = 1, i.e. the n-th most
popular file is accessed with probability proportional to 1/n,
CS size is a fraction of catalog size (200×100chunks). Again, there is no agreement
in the literature on what this fraction should be [73], so we fix it as 0.015 (i.e. 300
chunks for CS size); we will see (in Figure 6-21) that ndn‖mem’s router latency is
robust with respect to this choice. SegSize is 20 chunks, so each CS can contain 15
segments. An Interest is 500Bytes, and a Data chunk is 9KBytes, so the default file
size is 0.9MBytes.
We will later examine the performance impact of CS size and file size.
We do not limit the PIT and FIB sizes, to avoid introducing some packet dropping
scheme that may influence the results.
Our focus is on the memory bottleneck, so the most crucial parameters are the
memory latencies, as specified in table 6.1. For the simulation, we use SRAM for
LPM, DRAM for CS and (offchip) FIB, and RLDRAM for CS index, PIT (for serial)
and PIT/FIBcache (ndn‖mem). Link bandwidth is 300Gbps.
Our design for ndn‖mem and CCndn is orthogonal to how memory is accessed.
An index for CS search [89], say, can be used for both ndn‖mem and the serial
architecture. In the simulation, we assume that an Interest or a Data chunk accesses
each of PIT, FIB and CS at most once. We will examine how this assumption affects
the simulation results.




ndn‖mem aims to relax the slow memory bottleneck, so the main performance metric
is router latency, i.e. the time between when an Interest enters and leaves a router.
This latency is unaffected by pipelining of Interests: it sums all delays that an Interest
experiences at the CS index, PIT and FIB in a router.
For Interests that find their Data in the CS, CS delay measures all the relevant
delays which include their queuing plus access time at CS index and CS itself. An
Interest leaves a router because it skips checking the CS index (and skips CS), or the
CS index shows its Data is not in CS, so router latency does not include CS delay.
These two measurements are going to be used for both serial and parallel archi-
tectures. The only difference is in serial architecture the router delay consists of CS
index delay for all Interest packets whilst for parallel many Interest packets just by-
pass CS and do not have CS index delay (the delay for them is only PIT delay or
FIB delay for few of them).
Router latency and CS delay are single-router metrics. For multi-router perfor-
mance, we use the average hop count, i.e. the number of hops taken by an Interest
before it finds its Data, and source hit rate (the rate that a source of a file is going
to respond to Interest packets; it shows the effectiveness of in-network caching).
We use hop count to decide whether an Interest should bypass a CS without
checking if the CS contains the named Data (Section 6.2.3). If n Interests enter a
router and, among them, n′ do not check the CS, we call n′/n the skip fraction.
We really like to skip checking CS if data is not there and we will show that in our
experiments the amount of skipping the CS happens in a parallel router is similar to
the amount of cache miss happen in a serial architecture. That means we do a good
job in not searching CS for that amount of Interest packets.
Among the n′ Interests that skip CS checking, the Data for some n′′ Interests may
in fact be in the skipped CS. We measure this likelihood by the skip error n′′/n′.
Of course we want to reduce skip error as much as possible.
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Some papers use the probability of cache hits to measure router performance [18,
25, 73]. In our setting, the input traffic to CS is different for the serial and parallel
architectures, so it is not meaningful to compare their CS hits.
Even for ndn‖mem itself, it is not meaningful to compare, say, hit rates for
〈LRU, droptail〉 and 〈random, droptail〉, since these replacement policies have dif-
ferent skip fractions and skip errors.
The intuition for using CS hit rates is to compare effectiveness of caching. Since
there is more than one router that can cache a desired Data, hop count is a better
metric for comparing caching effectiveness.
6.6 Evaluation: Validating the Ideas
We now validate the effectiveness of the five ideas in relaxing the NDN router memory
bottleneck. For single router performance, it suffices (by symmetry) that we present
results for X1, X2 and Y1.
Section 6.6.1 first compares router latencies of ndn‖mem and serial architec-
tures. We then validate the key ideas of FIBcache (Section 6.6.2), CS skipping
(Section 6.6.3), droptail replacement (Section 6.6.4) and distributed caching (Sec-
tion 6.6.5). We also examine the sensitivity of the results to cache size, file size and
number of memory accesses (Section 6.6.6).
6.6.1 Parallel Search: ndn‖mem vs Serial
Figure 6-7 shows that ndn‖mem has much lower latency than serial, for both nonCBR
and CBR traffic. With nonCBR, latency for serial grows rapidly around λfile =
2000fps, thus indicating router saturation.
With CBR, saturation for serial occurs earlier, around 1400fps. This is because,
for nonCBR, congestion along a route delays receipt of the Data, and thus delays
































































Figure 6-7: ndn‖mem has much lower router latency than serial, and postpones router
saturation. The replacement policy is 〈random, droptail〉.
Interests at a constant rate regardless of delays between consecutive Data chunks.
CBR clients are thus not moderated by feedback, so congestion is worse than for
nonCBR.
For both nonCBR and CBR, Figure 6-7 shows that ndn‖mem saturates at a higher
λfile than serial, thus increasing router capacity. Moreover, Figure 6-12 shows that
X2’s link queue to Y1 and Y2 grows faster for ndn‖mem than serial. Our design thus
shifts the bottleneck from memory to the links as traffic grows.
We now take a closer look at the other parameters. Figure 6-8 reveals that Interest





























Figure 6-8: CS delay for ndn‖mem keeps constant whilst serial saturates very soon
























Figure 6-9: Unlike serial routers, CS queue length for ndn‖mem is almost zero for all
three routers. (The replacement policy is 〈random, droptail〉; nonCBR traffic).
no effect on CS delay for parallel architecture. In other words CS is not a bottleneck
for ndn‖mem.
Note that the parallel router goes to saturation in Figure 6-7 before CS become
congested.
Figure 6-9 is another support for such claim. CS queue length for all parallel
routers are almost zero but it is not the case for serial routers.
So far we realized that CS is not a bottleneck for parallel router and Interest
packets can get their Data from CS with no obstacle. However, we still need to find
























Figure 6-10: PIT is the bottleneck for parallel router. (The replacement policy is
〈random, droptail〉; nonCBR traffic).
that just need to pass through the router (router latency).
Since CS is not a bottleneck, its index table should not be a bottleneck as well
(CS index table is implemented with faster memory technology in our experiments).
Figure 6-10 reveals that PIT table is actually the bottleneck component as its queue
is the longest.
So far we found out that PIT is the bottleneck for the parallel router. However,
we still need to find the source of saturation for serial architecture. All Interest
packets in serial architecture go through CS index table and PIT table. Figure 6-10
indicates that PIT is not the bottleneck for the serial router and as CS index is made
of the same memory technology (in our experiments) then it is not the bottleneck
either.
Figure 6-11 shows that even small queue at FIB table cause a considerable latency
for Interest packets. That means that FIB is the bottleneck component for the serial
router.
FIB queue length has no meaning for parallel router. FIB and PIT are parallel
components with only one queue.
Figure 6-12 shows that relaxing the bottleneck component for the parallel router





























Figure 6-11: FIB is the bottleneck for serial router. (The replacement policy is



















File Request Rate by a Client (fps)
X2-Parallel
X2-Serial
Figure 6-12: As request rate increases, ndn‖mem shifts X2’s bottleneck from its
memory to its output (egress) links. (The replacement policy is 〈random, droptail〉;
nonCBR traffic; 200Gbps link).
6.6.2 PIT/FIBcache: ndn‖mem Postpones Router Satura-
tion
We next validate the idea of having a FIBcache. Figure 6-13 shows that a FIBcache
reduces router latency significantly, and postpones saturation for both nonCBR and
CBR traffic.
Henceforth, we only present results for nonCBR traffic.
As we have seen from Figure 6-10, PIT is the bottleneck for parallel routers. Since
































































Figure 6-13: ndn‖mem’s FIBcache postpones router saturation. (The replacement
policy is 〈random, droptail〉.) Henceforth, we only present results for nonCBR traffic.
section would be the slower component which is FIB (as searches are performed on
both tables concurrently).
Comparing Figure 6-13 with Figure 6-7 shows that router latency for parallel
router without FIBcache is rather similar to serial router. It shows that removing
FIBcache from the parallel router makes FIB the bottleneck component (the same as
serial router).
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6.6.3 Using Hop Count to Skip CS Search
The third idea is to use hop count to decide if an Interest should check a CS for its
Data. As defined in Section 6.5, the skip fraction measures how much traffic bypass
the CS without checking, and skip error measures the fraction of such Interests that
miss their Data.
Figure 6-14(a) shows that the skip fraction is uniformly high at around 90% for
both edge and core routers in our topology. In other words, some 90% of the Interests
save the time they would have spent waiting for and accessing CS.
Figure 6-14(b) shows the decision to skip is mostly correct: skip errors are less
than 3% for all routers. The small skip error must mean that skipping the CS check
does not hurt the hop count. Indeed, Figure 6-15 shows that ndn‖mem has similar
average hop count as serial.
Skip error is skipping CS when Data is there. What about checking CS when
Data is not there, i.e. a cache miss? Figure 6-16 plots the CS hit rates for X1 and
X2 in ndn‖mem and the serial architecture. (Recall from Section 6.5 that these are
not directly comparable because their Interest traffic are different.)
The plot shows that serial has less than 10% hits, i.e. 90% of the CS checks are
misses that waste time. For ndn‖mem, Figure 6-14(a) shows a skip fraction of about
90%; for the 10% of Interests that do check CS, Figure 6-16 shows some 60% will be
hits; thus, only about 10(1 − 0.6) = 4% check CS when Data is not there — much
better than serial. Only these 4% incur the worst case latency of searching both CS
and FIB.
6.6.4 A Droptail Replacement Policy for CS
Since hop count for chunk k is used to guide CS skipping for chunk k+1, we proposed
the droptail policy for chunk replacement (Figure 6-6). We now compare this policy








































(b) Low skip error (< 3%)
Figure 6-14: Fraction of arriving Interests that (a) do not check the CS and (b) do
not check the CS but CS contains the corresponding Data. (The replacement policy
is 〈random, droptail〉.)
Our experiments show that, if file victims are randomly chosen, then droptail is
better than random for chunk replacement, i.e. 〈random, droptail〉 is better than
〈random, random〉. This is best seen in Figure 6-17, which plots the source hit
rate, i.e. arrival rate at sources for Interests that fail to find their Data en route (so
a smaller source hit rate is better).
Figure 6-17 also shows that, with droptail chunk replacement, using LRU or a ran-
dom choice of file victim has similar effect, i.e. 〈LRU, droptail〉 and 〈random, droptail〉
are similar.

























Figure 6-15: ndn‖mem (with skipping) has similar hop count as serial (without skip-






















Figure 6-16: For serial, CS hits are less than 10%, i.e. more than 90% of the time,
a CS check is wasted time. For ndn‖mem, CS hits are 50–60%, out of the 10% not
skipped — see Figure 6-14(a). (The replacement policy is 〈random, droptail〉.)
(Note that the implementation of random replacement is far easier than LRU.)
6.6.5 CCndn’s Distributed Content Caching
As it is described in Section 3.1 CCndn serves two main purposes:
• Increases the cache efficiency especially for core routers.



























Figure 6-17: For chunk replacement, 〈random, droptail〉 is better than
〈random, random〉; for choosing a file victim, 〈random, droptail〉 and 〈LRU, droptail〉
are similar. These hold for traffic from both X and Y clients (ppms is packets/msec).
Henceforth, we only present results for 〈random, droptail〉.
Figure 6-18 clearly shows the effect of cache redundancy when CCndn is not used.
Since without CCndn all Data chunks are going to be cached in all routers, presence
of the same data at the edge routers prevents caches at core routers from getting
sufficient hits.
Figure 6-18 also shows that with CCndn core routers have slightly better cache
hit rate. That is because in our experiments routers X1 and X4 are only serving X
files. However, the other routers (core routers) serve both X and Y files. This shows
that even increasing the catalog size will not affect the CS hit rate when using CCndn
(larger catalog size in a fixed router cache size means more contention between data
chunks to get a free space in a cache).
With CCndn, core routers get more hits (Figure 6-18) and thus reduce Interest
arrival rate at the sources, as shown in Figure 6-19, i.e. CCndn’s in-network caching
is more effective.
As the second purpose of CCndn, it serves as a load balancing strategy by spread-
ing a file along a path. We see this effect in Figure 6-20, where Data chunks at CS

















Routers in the path
CCndn
noCCndn
Figure 6-18: Without CCndn, CS hit rates at core routers are much less. (Y1 is both






















Figure 6-19: CCndn reduces the amount of Interest traffic to data sources, regardless
of request origin (X or Y ). (ppms is packets/msec.)
In their evaluation of NDN routers, Perino and Varvello do not consider Data
chunks [62]. Their results can be misleading because Figure 6-20 shows that Data
can, in fact, seriously delay Interests, since they share the CS queue.
6.6.6 Sensitivity of Simulation Results to Parameter Values
We now consider how cache size, file size and number of memory accesses can affect
the simulation results.
First, Figure 6-21 shows that router latency is sensitive to CS size for the serial


































Figure 6-20: Without CCndn, CS queues at Y1 and Y2 would bear the brunt of the
increase in Data traffic as λfile increases. With CCndn, this load is spread out among
edge and core routers, and queues do not build up.
must, in addition, check its FIB to decide how the Interest should be routed. From
Section 6.6.5 we know that FIB is the bottleneck for serial router. So increasing the
traffic at FIB means larger router latency.
In ndn‖mem, however, most Interests do not even check the CS (Figure 6-14(a)).
For an Interest that does the checking, a miss will cause the router to check both
FIB and the fast FIBcache; if there is a FIBcache entry for the least prefix match,
the FIB search is aborted (see Figure 6-4), so the impact of CS misses on ndn‖mem
is much less. We see from Figure 6-21 that, in this sense, ndn‖mem performance is
robust with respect to CS size. This is not a surprise as it is already shown that CS
is not a bottleneck for parallel router.
Second, the default file size is 0.9MBytes. Figure 6-7(a) shows that the saturation
points for ndn‖mem and serial have a ratio of about 3400fps
1700fps
= 2. If file size is doubled,
Figure 6-22 shows the same ratio 1500fps
750fps
= 2. In other words, ndn‖mem’s advantage
over serial holds for larger files.
Third, we assume that an Interest or Data chunk makes zero or one access each
to PIT, CS or FIB; we now relax this assumption with an experiment where Interest
and Data make zero or two accesses each to PIT, CS and FIB.






























Figure 6-21: Router latency for ndn‖mem is robust with respect to a reduction in CS






























Figure 6-22: Although file sizes here are double those in Figure 6-7(a), the saturation
gap between ndn‖mem and serial is similar.
X2. This exception suggests a closer look, and Figure 6-24 shows that Interests in
fact suffer no saturation at all in CS delay for ndn‖mem.
Results show that even with larger look up delays only PIT remains as bottleneck
for the parallel router (Figure 6-25). Unlike CS, PIT performance affects all Interests
that arrive at the router. However, compared to CS, PIT sizing is easier to engineer:
The required PIT size can be estimated (using Little’s Law [82]) by the product of
Interest arrival rate and round trip time; a timer is used to delete old PIT entries
anyway (in case their Data cannot be found); and the smaller PIT size makes it





























































Figure 6-24: More memory accesses: Interests suffer no saturation at CS in ndn‖mem
(cf. Figure 6-23).
recently examined by Varvello et al. [53]
6.7 Experiments: An Abilene-like Topology
The X-Y topology in Figure 5-1 is designed for analyzing ndn‖mem performance.
For a realistic topology, we use the one in Figure 3-2, which is similar to Abilene1; it
has routers R1, . . . , R11, and we added a link from R3 (Denver) to R4 (Los Angeles)
to increase the multipathing.
























Figure 6-25: More memory accesses: Interests suffer saturation at PIT in ndn‖mem
(cf. Figure 6-23).
Each router has 30 clients (330 altogether), and each client has 1 file. File pop-
ularity (Zipf) is randomly determined, and the 10 most popular files are located at
R7, R3, R2, R3, R7, R2, R6, R10, R2, R3 (ordered by decreasing popularity). The
rest of the experimental setup follows Section 6.3 (CS size is 0.015 of catalog size,
〈random, droptail〉, etc.).
We try to present the most useful measurements from important routers like R3
which 3 of the 10 most popular files are at the local clients of this router. The
measurement for other routers are presented in Appendix A.
The simulation results for this realistic topology confirm our analysis with the
X-Y topology.
Figure 6-26 compares the router latency for Interest packets for the two archi-
tectures. As expected the router latency for serial architecture is much higher than
parallel architecture. Since serial router saturated at CS queue, we could not run
any more experiments to show saturation point for its router latency. Appendix A
presents some results from other routers which shows the saturation point for the
router latency. CS and FIB both are bottleneck for a serial router and depends on
CS hit rate, one or both of them (CS and FIB) go to saturate.
Some Figures in Appendix A show saturation for router latency for parallel router.
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This and the results for PIT queue length again prove that the bottleneck shift from
CS to PIT for the parallel architecture.
Figure 6-27 confirms that the parallel architecture is very effective to avoid having
CS as the bottleneck. Whilst the serial router starts to saturate at around 700fps, we
could not reach to the saturation point for parallel router (we could not afford any
higher traffic density experiments due to very exhaustive simulation time). The result
for parallel router without CCndn shows that this cache policy is the main reason of
shifting the bottleneck off from CS.
Note the difference between router latency and CS delay. The router latency in
Figure 6-26 is for Interests that leave the router. Since most Interests that leave an
ndn‖mem router do not check CS (Figure 6-14(a)), they do not suffer the congestion
at the CS queue. For Interests that do find their Data from CS and must wait to
retrieve their Data, Figure 6-28 shows that the congestion causes a delay that is worse
than for serial.
The parallel router surpasses serial in router throughput as well. Figure 6-29(a
& b) show the throughput of the router R3 for the two architectures. Having better
throughput allows the parallel router to pass packets much faster than serial and in
absence of CCndn its CS queue will be exhausted (shown in Figure 6-27). That is
the main reason that parallel-noCCndn saturates earlier than serial (Figure 6-28).
For multi-router performance, the average hop count depends on where the clients
are (e.g. Seattle or Houston), and who are the sources for the popular files. Generally,
ndn‖mem (with or without CCndn) has similar hop count as serial, as illustrated in
Figure 6-30 for hop count measured from R3(Denver).
The small difference in hop distance between serial and parallel routers might
question the effectiveness of CCndn cache policy. However, Figure 6-31 shows very
small skip error caused by CCndn algorithm. By the way, the effect of skip error
is to find data from a longer distance. From Figure 6-30 we see that this difference




























Figure 6-26: Router latency at R3(Denver) in Abilene topology: The comparison is





























Figure 6-27: Without CCndn, the CS queue at R3 in Abilene topology can be satu-
rated by Data chunks (cf. Figure 6-20).

























Figure 6-28: CS Delay at R3 in Abilene topology: Congestion of CS queue by Data
chunks can cause big delays for Interests that find their Data in CS, in contrast to






















































(b) For Data chunks
























Figure 6-30: Average hop counts from R3 in Abilene topology are similar for serial
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Conclusion and Future Work
Advancing the technology of mobile and tablet devices on one hand and rising ap-
plications like Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, IPTV, etc, on the other, increased the
urge of using the Internet more than ever. The architecture of the Internet which
was designed more than two decades ago is not suitable for the current mobile and
application technologies.
It is apparent that overlay remedies to enhance the Internet functionality are
reaching to their limits. That leaves no choice but to figure out a new architecture
with a new communication paradigm that meets the current application requirements.
Information Centric Networking is a paradigm that has potential to overcome the
current Internet’s difficulties. NDN as one of the leading project in ICN domain
claims for incremental deployment which makes it exceptional among all other pro-
posals. However, in-network caching in general and forwarding architecture of NDN
in particular still needs rigorous research to make it feasible.
The performance of in-network caching is a function of many parameters includ-
ing, content popularity, catalog size, replacement policy, cache policy, topology, traffic
pattern and more. That makes studying the behavior of network of caches extremely
hard. Studies on CDN and web caches do not match with in-network caching. Larger
incoming traffic to routers, smaller memory size, in-line processing of packets, depen-
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dent on routing algorithm, data dependency between caches and many more make
studying in-network caching a brand new research on distributed caches.
So far, coordination and collaboration among caches are the main solutions to
scale the performance of the in-network caches. Due to their complexity and overhead,
we suggest another approach for cache policy which is based on hop distance. The
algorithm allows only a fraction (a segment) of a file to be cached in a router with a
specific hop distance from the client. Interest packets in their upstream path to the
publisher, search only the routers in the same hop distance from the client that match
with the hop distance in the header of the packets and skip the others. In Chapter 3
through simulations we have shown that the idea could improve the efficiency of core
routers and so the total efficiency of the network of caches.
Our cache policy (CCndnS) breaks the dependency between caches. That makes
it possible to use a popularity distribution (such as Zipf) freely for caches at any
level without concerning about the filtration effect. This simple improvement made
the process of modeling hit rate of caches straightforward. Our presented equations
in Chapter 3 can be used for further studies on the field or can be used in a real
application like what we suggested for SLA application in Chapter 4.
With CCndnS, both Data and Interest packets incoming rate to a cache reduces
as well. That helps to match the packet processing delay of slow memories with the
incoming rate to the memory. In addition, skipping CS relaxes dependency between
CS and the other two tables. Assuming CS as the first table to search, without using
CCndnS, PIT and FIB have to wait for the packets to search CS first. In other
words, the Interest input rate to them cannot exceed more than the throughput of
CS. Chapter 6 explains the architecture including the idea of parallel search of PIT
and FIB.
For further improvement on cache efficiency, we investigated a dynamic partition-
ing scheme using a cache miss equation to give a better chance to more cachable
content to be cached in a router. Chapter 5 explains our algorithm to partition
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memory of routers to increase performance or fairness.
7.1 Future Work
There are several possible areas that our research can be extended to:
• We are in the middle of developing a cache aware routing algorithm. In this
thesis we only looked at en-route caching. En-route caching refers to the caching
scheme where Interests only search CS on the path to the publisher. In an off-
path caching, using the aggregated information from neighbors, a router might
decide to forward an Interest packet to a node with possible cached content.
There are several problems in such a cooperative caching which we addressed
them in Chapter 2. In our new routing algorithm we will try to use the PIT
entries as a temporary entry of FIB tables. When a Data packet exhaust a
PIT entry, the information retrieved from PIT can be added to FIBcache for
a limited time to serve immediate request for the same chunk. The algorithm
requires a very precise timing to expire the temporary entries in FIBcache. Small
timers might expire too soon and the scheme will just add extra complexity to
the router without any gain. Longer timers might confuse requests by sending
them to a wrong direction.
• Cache placement is another interesting research topic which we tend to conduct
using our cache hit equation. In all presented experiments in this thesis we
assumed that the cache size of all nodes are the same. This is a very strong
assumption and we need to relax it. But question is which cache arrangement
is the most effective? As we have seen there are different opinion on cache
placement but majority of researches opt for caching more at edge routers.
That makes sense by considering the filter effect of edge routers. Since CCndnS
relaxes the problem of filter effect, we might can find a more interesting result
for cache placement. We have observed that cache hit is mainly influenced by
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catalog size of the cache and content popularity. Most likely the traffic volume
passing through a core router is higher than an edge router. That increases the
probability of having larger catalog size at a core router. Moreover, it is possible
that some content are not popular in any local ISP but aggregated request from
different ISPs make it popular at a core router.
• We have seen in Chapter 5 that traffic separation is possible with partitioning.
In the same way as CCndnS which provides different set of catalog for caches
in the path, partitioning can be another way of traffic separation. However, the
necessity of traffic partitioning for removing the filter effect of edge routers is
that there are enough different type of traffics with popular files.
• We used the cache miss equation for a dynamic cache partitioning in Chapter 5.
The idea could be extended to the whole network. Considering the entire ISP’s
network as a huge cache and apply the partitioning scheme. However, the idea
needs to be supported by the routing algorithm. The routing algorithm should
be able to obtain information about the location of partitions that cache each
traffic type. We need to find a proper routing algorithm which is able to find
the correct direction with minimum overhead.
• A more general research topic for the cache miss equation of Chapter 5 is to
extend the equation itself for a larger area. It is shown that the equation can be
used for a single cache. A better question is if we can modify the equation in a
way that can estimate the cache miss for the whole network instead of a single
node! Nevertheless, such extension might have lack of incentive. CCndnS is
mainly introduced to overcome the filter effect of the edge routers. Filter effect
makes core router cache worthless. Therefore, it might be better to study the
cache miss equation for the larger domain when CCnsnS is applied as the cache
policy.
• The NDN router architecture definitely requires many upgrades. The proposed
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forwarding pipeline is too complicated and inefficient. We tried to highlight the
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A-7: Skip Error of each router.
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Appendix B






























Figure B-1: The trace based topology with 35 routers. Gray nodes are routers with-
out any traffic passing through them, Red nodes are routers which is connected to




















































Figure B-2: Compare the cache hit rate for all routers for the three cache policies.
The network used in this section is presented in Figure B-1.
Figure B-2 shows the cache hit rate for all routers in Figure B-1 except the gray
routers.
The result for each individual router is presented in Figure B-3.
Figure B-5 shows bad behavior of CCndnS for both network hit and average hop
distance to content. First of all, CCndnS does not try to reduce hop distance as it
already spreads content through the path between consumer and producer. However,
we expect in a normal situation it reduces the distance. The reason is that CCndnS
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improves the performance of core routers and almost all of the routers receive equal
cache hit rate. Whereas, other cache policies have a good cache hit only at the edge
router. So Interests will hit only edge router and the source of the file.
In the example of Figure B-1 many of the routers are just connected to a source
file without any other traffic interferer with them (such as R12, R13, R32 and R33).
Such routers only bring the popular files attached to them only one hop closer to the
clients (which is not much improvement in performance) but increases the average
network hit rate anyway. Thats the main reason of having a good network hit rate
for other cache policies. Nevertheless, using a better cache replacement policy like
SLRU the performance of each single router with CCndnS will improve which results


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure B-5: Network Parameters.
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Appendix C
SLA for 5-level Tree Topology
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12 3
4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
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Figure C-1: All 500 files are attached to router R1 and each leaf is attached to 20
requesters. Clients on router R24 are the target of the SLA contract. The SLA file
is the rank 11th file in popularity.












































































































































































































































































































































Figure C-2: Compare cache hit rate for the selected file as SLA when there is and








































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C-3: Compare cache hit rate for the other files except the selected file as SLA
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Figure C-4: Compare the average hop distance for the selected file as SLA when there
is and there is not SLA agreement. Average hop distance of attached to some of the
routers to the source are presented here. SLA agreement for a domain, relatively









































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure C-5: The model accurately matches with experiments.
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